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ABSTRACT
This document consists of a secone edition of the

book, "The Saga of IHU NUI: Economic Man," originally published in
1978, and a considerably expanded teacher's guide to accompany the
book. The book itself consists of nine episodes depicting Hawaii's
economic development written and illustrated in comic book iormat.
Each episode is accompanied by explanatory material and questions.
Episode 1 relates the story of Hawaiian life and economy before the
arrival of Captain James Cook in 1778. Episode 2 describes the
arriv.lal of Captain Cook and its impact on the island economy. After
the pablf-cation of "Cook's Voyages" in 1784, Hawaii became an
important supply base for ships that crossed the Pacific Ocean, and
trade with the world quickly developed, as explained in Episode 3.
The story of the development of the whaling trade and its effects on
Hawaii are reviewed in episode 4. Episode 5 outlines Hawaiian laws
and customs relating to land rights. The development of the sugar and
pineapple industries are the subjects of episodes 6 and 7. World War
II's impact on Hawaii's economy is discussed in episode 8. The growth
of the tourist industry is described in episode 9. Data are
illustrated in tables. The accompanying teacher's guide provides
suggestions and learning activities for teaching each of the
episodes. The teacher's guide is organized to facilitate instruction
in HaThaiian history and economics within the context of llth-12th
grade social studies programs. These materjals can be used with
students at all ability levels and can be used as a basic text or as
a supplement to other materials. Materials are organized into
specific economic or historical concept units that provide: (1)
definitions of related terms; (2) learning objectives; (3) teacher
information; (4) student learning activities; (5) answers to stated
questions; (6) worksheets; (7) charts; and (8) games. (JHP)
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FaRVARD

This publication was written by the authors of the 1-ook, The Saga
of lhu NUi, which is designed to facilitate instruction in the
eoanatichist.ory of liamaisi at the high school level. The learning
activity that aocorpanies each episode was written and developed by
Lyle Hendricks of Farrington High School and Gail Tamaribuchi,
Director, Center for Economic Education-Manoa.

This guide is meant to assist teachers with ideas as well as some
practical sanestian in using 41p_ofthui_hNuil and can, therefore,
Le flexilAyused by teachers of the course on "The Mbdern History of
Hawaii".

The SN?..1. of thu NUJ represents an interesting and highly
motivating approart of teaching and learning about Hawai'i. Both the
book and the teacher's guide are available for teachers fram the
Center for Economic FdUcation located at Forteus Hall 540, University
of Hawaii.



The Saga of Ihu Nui is designed to facilitate instruction in

Hawaiian history within the context of the llth-12th grade social

studies program. The book can be used in a variety of ways -- as a

basic text or as a supplement to other materials. The Saga of Ihu NUi
\

can be used with students of all abilities.

It is up to the teacher to use this book as hp/she sees fit. The

Teachers' GUide will offer some suggestions as well as additional

information in order to save preparation time. The questions at the

end of each chapter axe mostly sipple recall questions. TO enrich the

materials of the text, accompanying each episode of the text.

Fbr additional information regarding The Saga of Thu Nui. call the

Center for Economic Education, Porteus EAU 540, University of Hawaii

at (808)948-7009.
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EFISCCE I. "Hello Ihu Nui, Goodbye Nohea"

The purpose of this episode is to give students a general idea of
haw prodUction and exchange took place in ancient (pre-Captain COok)
Hawai'i.

OBJECTIVES

After reading this episode students should be able to :

1. Desaribe.the system of land tenure in ancient Hawai'i.

2. List at least 10 goods and services produced by the ancient
Hawaiians.

3. Explain how goods and services were distributed among the
commoners and chiefs in ancient Hawai'i.

ANSWERS '10 EPISODE I

1. Our best guess is that approximately 250,000 Hawaiians lived
in these islands when Captain Cook arrived in 1778, although
same estinates go as high as 300,000.

Over 1,000,000 people live in Hawai'i today. The 1986 State
of Hawaii Data Book reports a state population of 1,062,344 as
of Jbly 1, 1986.

2. Moku were larger than ahupua'a. Around 1778, for example,
0,ahu was divided into six moku. Each moku was divided into
half-a-dozen or a dozen ahupua'a. Ali'i who ruled moku were
of higher status, generally, than thcse who ruled ahupua'a.

3. The list of things produced by the ancient Hawaiians is long
and interesting. Here, we can give only a partial list,
including goods 'mentioned in the text. These goods include:

kapa
taro
canoes (many kinds)
sweet potatoes
dried fish
uigging sticks

weapons (including spears, daggers, clubs)
stone food pounders
bananas
yams



fish hooks (from bone, dOg teeth, mod, etc.)

Fidh nets (frau Mona and hau bark)

gourd containers
carved wooden bowls
houses
canoe sheds
stone-bladed adzes
stone lamps
feather capes and cloaks
hellcats Made of woven rootlets of the 'ie'ie vine and feathers

wigs
ornamental necklaces

Fbr a dEscription of ancient Hawallan products, complete with

pictures, see Joseph Feher's Hawaii: A Pictorial Histay,

published by Bishop MUSann Press, pp. 35-125.

4. The commoners, or maka'ainana, did mast of the work.

5. Ahupua'a ran fram the mountain to sea to facilitate economic

self-sufficiency. Most ahupua'a thereby had access to things

of the forest, a place to grow crops, and access to the sea.

6. In return for their taxes and obedience the commoners
received justice as well as political and military leadership

from the ali'i, and religious services frau the kahuna.

Tbday's taxpayers receive myriad goods and services from the

government, including schools, roads, hospitals, nail service,

fire and police protection.

7 No one really "owned" the land in ancient Hawai'i. As we
mentioned in the narrative section of EpisodeIT, the Chief or
highest-ranking ali'i of each island was the acknowledged

proprietor of the land. All persons, including ali'i, held
land at his discretion and upon payment of taxes. The
chieftain gave rights to hold moku and ahupua'a to
lowerranking Chiefs who, in turn, distributed rights over
smaller jurisdictions to those of lower rank, and ultimately

down to the individual kuleana, held by commoners. t)on the

death of an the land he governed reverted to the

chieftain and was typically redistributed.

2



ACTIVITY EPISODE I

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: scarcity, allocation,. resources (land, labor, and
capital), three questions of production,
traditional economy, subsistence economy, cost,

taxes.

Economics, like any other discipline, is built on concepts

peculiar to it. Too basic concepts in economics are scarcity and

allocation. Tha'world is faced with limits; and this is translated

into scarcity, not having enough. Scarcity leads to choices of
distribution, of allocation, so that every economic system is set up

to decide how to allocate scarce resourcus. A resource is anything

that can be used to satisfy hummnients and is divided into three

categories: LAND (gifts of nature); LABOR (human effort)' and CAPITAL

(man-loaekt things). An economy is centered around three questions:
What TO Produce; How TO Produce; and Dor Man To Produoe.

In Episode I of Ihu NUi, the two economies studied are traditional
and sdbsistence. Atraditional economy is one invihich the questions
of production are answered in a similar manner from generation to
generation. In Thu NUJ., Ihu was expected to be a fisherman because

his dad was one. The manner in which the Hawaiians obtained their
food was the same from generation to generation, Hawaiians working the

411

land. Usually primitive and farming economies are traditional
economies. A subsistence economy is one in which the questions of
production an answered in a daily fashion so that, after the hunt,
the food is divided so all families get a share to last them equally
over a short period of time. Usually primitive and hunting/gathering
societies are subsistence economies.

In any discussion of the introductory concepts of economics, the
concept of cost must by brought up, for it is the very nature of

economics. COst is simply that which is given up. In Episode I, it
costs a fidherman fidh for taro; and a farmer taro for fish. If

commoners didn't show respect to the high chief, it would cost them

their lives.

Finally, taxes are briefly ventioned in Episode I. The
inevitability of taxes has been compared to death, and human history
seems to bear this out: taxes in the form of donations to the chiefs
as in Episode I; in the form of excise or use taxes like gasoline,

tobacco, and alcohol; in the form of flat rate texes like a sales tax;
in the form of progressive ones like an income tax. Modern taxes,
used to support government operations, reduce the amount of income
available to lousinesses and individuals, who now have to alter their
spending decisions, affecting productivity and allocation of resources

in an economy.



DEFINITIONS

Resources -- anything that can be used to satisfy human wants.

COst thatidlich is given up

Taxes -- a levy placed by government on income, property, purchases,
or usage

\ ACTIVITY - THE DrvisIoN OF HAWINI

Instructional Objectives: Following the lesson the students will be
able to:

1. Use ancient Hawaiian land terms.
2. ENplain the division of land according to ancient Hawaiian

practices.
3. Describe the various roles of the ancient Hawaiian people.

1. Distribute the worksheet.
2. Have the students read the selection, "The Division of Hawiki."
3. Have the students read and answer the six questions.
4. Go over the answers with the students, being sure to emphasize

the key concepts of land usage and role and being sure not to
give the answers by letting the students lead the discussion.

4
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ME DIVISION OF HAWIKI

ovar. --e.

You as an ali'i nui have just compered the island of Hawiki. It

111

was a hard battle, and five of your warriors have proven themselves
loyal and courageous fighters. Kawelo and Haohaoa and Kilakila,
besides being good fighters, are capable administrators and have been
in your army for the last fifteen years. Kahua and Kamakal also
proven fighters, are younger men and only recently have joined your
forces. All five warriors have their own contigents which include
five cormanders and four lieutenants. How wculd you divide the island
and how' do you, the ali'i null think your warriors will divide their

lands?

QUESTIONS:

1. What role would you as ali'i nui have?

2. Into had many moku would you divide your newly conquexed
island?

3. Vtho could get these moku?

4. How many ahupua'a would there be on the island of Hawiki?

5. What rank did Ihu Nui have?

6. What kind of taxes would be collected?

5



1 The ali'i nui wculd care for and protect the island of Hawiki;
divide the island into moku; and collect taxes especially
during the Nakahlki season.

2. The island would be divided into five max!.

3. The alili ai mcku would be Kawelo, Haohaoa, Eilakila, Kahua,
and Eamaka, the latter two probably receiving lessernOcu.

4. Each aliti ai mokuwould need to have five ahupua'a for a
tctal of 25 ahupua'a an the island of Hawiki.

5. Ihu NUi was a maka'ainana, a oommoner.

6. Taxes in the form of goods like fish, 4.10(31S, poi, and tapa.

I 0
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EPISODE II. "Mu Nui Corners the Nail Market"

411 This episode gives emdents a general idea of the economic impact

of Captain Cook's arrival in the Hawaiian Islands.

OBIECTIVES

After reading this episode, students Should be able to:

1. Describe'the initial economic impact ofecodk's visit to

Hawai'i.

2. Advance a hypothesis regarding why the Hawaiians might have

thought Cookwas the go4 Lono.

3. Describe the nature of exchange between Cook and his men and

the Hawaiians.

FOR THE TEACHER

The arrival of Captain Cbuk and his men in the Hawaiian Islands

had a profound effect on the early Hawaiians. As far as we know, this

was the first time the Hawaiians had seen EUrupeans. Fran what we

111
read in the jcurnals of COok and his nen, it seems thatmany of the

Hawaiians believed Cook to be an incarnation of the god Lono. Lono

was the god of agriculture, fertility, , and plenty.

The Nakahiki seascr the time for taxation, festivals, and sports,

was held in honor of Lono. During the makahiki, war was kapu. It was

a time of peace and joy and lasted from October through about the

first week in February.

By coincidence, Codk arrived in Eealakekua Bay, on the Big Island,

during the month of January, toward the end of the Nakahiki.

Kealakekau was the site of a heiau, built in Lano's honor. In

addition, the saqs on COok's ships resembled the Nalahiki banner

which led the way for processions, etc., during this important

season. With these facts in mind, it is not difficult to imagine that

the Hawaiians, encouraged by COok's regal appearance, as well as the

new and interesting goods, tools, etc., displayed by the sailors, had

a startling impact on the Hawaiians.

One of the most startling things that Cook and'his men brought

with then was iron. The Hawaiians had no metals of their own and were

quite taken with the iron spikes, bands, nails and tools they saw

aboard Cbok's ships. Almost immediately iron became a prized item of



trade. The uses to which the Hawaiians could put the iron were many,
as shown in Episode II. Soon nails were a medium of exchange between
the foreign sailors and the Hawaiians. Nails had beome money to the
Hawaiians.

As is the case with any kind of money, hourever, the more of it in
circulation, the less each unit is worth. As more and more nails were
put into "circulations", the less eadh nail was worth. At first a
nail brought several pigs in return. Atter Cbok and hismen were in
Hawai'i for aweek or so, and had given out a considerable quantity of
nails, a nail didn't even get a single pig in return. It cost more
and more nails to get the same amount of goods. Cook and his men --
(or anyane who hadrails) had run into a problem we all face today --
inflation.

MMUS ID EPISODE II QUESTIONS

1. Captain COok first came to Hawai'i with two ships, the
RESOLMICti and the DISCOVERY in January, 1778. The first
island sighted by COok and his men wasiD'ahu. The first
island the Europeans set foot on was Kaua'i -- on the morning
of January 20, 1778.

2. They wanted iron not only because it was metal -- something
the Hawaiians themselves did not have -- but because it could
he used to make fish hooks, tools, weapons, and other usefUl
things. You may want to point out that once a nail or other
iron item got into Hawaiian hands it was confiscated by the

who turned the iron over to their craftsmen, who in
turn worked the iron into fish hooks and other goods.
Commccers gained favor with the ali'i by giving them any iron
items which they received from the haoles.

3. As the supply of nails increased each nail became less
valuable, in terms of what it could command in a trade.' As
the Hawaiians food stocks were depleted, the price of food, in
terms of nails, increased.

4 As we mentioned earlier under FOR THE TEACHER, Codk arrived in
Hawai'i during the Makahiki, the season which honored Lono.
In addition, the sails on Cook's ships reseMbled the large
Makahili banners which represented Lono.

5. The arrival of captain Cook introduped the Hawaiians to a new
trading practice of using "WNW" as a means of exchange.
Barter, which had been used prior to Cook's arrival, was no
longer efficient.

8



ACTIVITY EPISOCE ha

411 ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: barter, scarcity, opportunity met, trade-offs

Prior to the arrival of Captain Cook, the Hawaiians lived in a
subsistencm economy. Each family was able to produce what it needed
for its use. When people are unable to produce all their needs, they
use barter as a means of trade. Harter is a system of trade in which
one type of good or service is traded directly for another type of
good or service:. In simple terms, people swapped goods or services
for goods and services they wanted. For example, the farmer traded
taro for fish and the fitherman traded fidh for taro.

A problem with barterim is that values of items to be exchanged
are usually different. For instance, if a man with a pig wants to
trade it for taro, he has to decide bow, much taro the pig is worth.
Another problem is that goods and services usually do not have a
lasting value. They canbot be saved for a long time and retain their
value. A man's pig would eventually grow old and die, or the taro
would rot.

Harter does not work in a complex society since barter is
dependent on a double coincidence cements. You have to want what I
have and I have to want what you have before an exchange can take
place. Harter also takes a lot of time.

DEFINITIONS

Harter -- the exchange of one good or service for anoti.lr without money

Scarcity -- a limit to the supply of nature's resources or consumer
goods in relation to producer's or consumer's desire for
them

Opportunity Ctost -- the amount of goods and services that must be
given up in order to obtain other goods and
services

Trade-offs -- giving up one item to gain another item

9



ACIYIVITY - 'S Exam= Ghte

Instructional Objectives: Following this lesson, the students will be

able to:

1. Relate the game simulation to a bartering activity.

2. Define the term garter".
3. List the advantages or disadvantages of barter.

Procedure: \

1. Select ten students to '-'ecome game players. Direct the

remaining students to plaoe their desks around the game

players in a fielbowl arrangement.

2. Supply eadh game player with an "Ihu Exchange" card. Eadh

card represents an item or a service. Each card also provides

the owner. with simple directions. One card holder is
dissatieied with an item he or she awns, while the others are
happywithWhat 'they have. The unhappy owner attempts to

exchange a pig or taro. The remaining nine players will only

trade the item they possess for the particular things stated

on their cards.

*Note: The teacher ray want to choose an outgoing student for
the dissatisfied owner, since this person is
responsible for keeping the game =vim.

3. Begin the first exchange rouni by allowing the unhappy owner
to try to exchange his/her pig for the desired item, taro.

The owner of the pig should first find out who has the taro
and should then try to arrange an exchange. The owner of the

taro should follow the instructions on the card and only trade

the taro for bananas.

4. The teacher can suggest that the owner of the pig try to trade
the pig for bananas in order to obtain the taro. Ciontinue this

procedure until the unhappy owner has finally received the

item he or she really wants and all players are satisfied with

the items they own, following the instructions on their cards.

5. At the end of the game, discuss the results of the activity:

a. What were the advantages and disadvantages of herter?

b. Wny was barter used?
c. What is scarcity? What items were scarce?

d. What was the opportunity cost or trade-off ct the items they

exchanged?

10



IHU'S EXCHANGE CARDS

as

-Dissatisfied Owner-

\

Exchange your pig for taro

Coconuts

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for fish

Taro

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for bananas

Fish

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for ti

Bananas Ti

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for kukui nuts

-Satisfied Owner-

Ex(lhange only for hala

. paperilt_12.1...)erimilVauke) Hala

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for coconuts

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for sweet potato

Kukui Nuts Sweet Potato

-Satisfied Cwner-

:xchange only for paper mulberry

-Satisfied Owner-

Exchange only for pig

1 1 1
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ACTIVITY EPISOCE IIB

functions of money, characteristics of money,
COnsumer Price Index, value or pirchasim paver of

the dollar

Before there was money, barter was the system used to trade goods

and services. Barterim became num diffiadt as specialization and
division of labor were intrioduced to subsistence economies. When

Captain COok artived in Hawaili, his sailors wentedthe Hawaiian's

pig, taro, and sweet potatoes. The big question wasidialt could the

sailors "barter" for these items, Since the Hawaiians did not have

any iron, the nails tnat the sailors had became a valuable item for

trade. Thus, nails were used as money.

What is money? Money can be anything that is accepbed and can be
used to buy goods and services. Throughout history different items

such as shells stones, heads, tobacco, fish hooks, nails as well as

gold, silver and comer were used as money.

Mbney has three major functions: (1) a medium of exchange; (2) a

measure of value; and (3) a store of value.

As a medium of exchange, money makes the trading of one thing for

O
another much easiir because worm* will readily accept money in

return for the valuable thing he has to sell. Nails became a medium
of exchange as Hawaiians traded their products for nails. Mbney as a
measure of value sets definite prices on all exchangeable goods and
services according to the umit of money used by the people. In the
initial exchanges between the Hawaiians and the sailors, the value of

one nail was two pigs. As more exchangea took place, the va'ue of the
nail decreased so that the value (price) of the pig woad pe... s be
set at ten nails. Money is a store of value because it can be set
aside and provides a way for people to save for future needs. Nails
did not function as a store of value since it was used as "money" only
between cultures; it was not used within the Hawaiian community.

The characteristics of money are: (1) easy to carry around; (2)

easily divisible; and (3) generally accepted.

The value of money or its purchasing power can increase or
decrease. When the purchasing power of the dollar is falling, the
period is referred to as inflation. When the purchasing power of the
dollar is rising, the period is referred to as deflation. The United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates the purchasing power of
the dollar through a series of index nuobers called the Cbnsumer Price
Index, commonly called the CPI.



DEFINITIONS

Money -- anything that is generally accepted in y%yment for goods and
services

COnsumer Price Index -- a ueasure of changes in the cost of living or
a measure of the rate at which prices are
rising

Real Income -- amount of goods or semvices a person can actually buy
with his or her income

cirIvrry - WHAT IS MONEY?

Instructional Objectives: Following the lesson the students will be
able to:

1. Define the term "money".
2. List and describe the three functions ct money.
3. List and describe the three characteristics of money.
4. Define the term "consumer price index".
5. Distinguish between current and real dollars.
6. °Impute the purchasing power of the dollar given the CPI of a

given year.

Prooedure:

1. Describe to students the uses of money as compared to a system
of barter.

2. Describe to students the three functions of money with
examples to explain the fUnction.

3. Dewribe to students the three characteristics of money with
examples to explainthe characteristics.

4. Describe to students the Consumer Price Index and had it
determines the purdhasing power of the dollar.

a. The CPI pleasures the purchasing power of the dollar for
consumers. In considerimpurchasing power, it is
important to distinguish between real income and income in
current dollars. Income in current dollars is the actual
amount of money that an individual receives in salary.
Peal income refers to the purchasing power of that income
in terms of prices =pared to those of a base period.

13
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b. An index number shows the percentage change from the

base. The base is usually made equal to 100. Thus, a CPI

number of 167 would indicate that oonsumer prices had
increased by 67 percent since the base year (1967).
Similarly, a CTT number of 82 would indicate a decrease of

18 percent since 1967.

C. Use Chart I to convert current dollars to real income.

Discuss results in terms of the purchasing power of the

dollar.

d. Havi.students complete Senior Prom Worksheet. Discuss
results in terms of the purchasing power of the dollar.

CONVERTING TO REAL INOTIE

YEAR INCOME CPI*
(1968 =

REAL INCOME
(in current dollars) 100)

Ira.

1967 $12,000 100 $12,000

1980 $20,000 246.8 $80108

1982 $21,000 289.1

1984 $25,000 311 1

1986 $30,000 328.4

Income in Current Dollars x 100 = Real Income
Current CET

The following proportion shows how the real income is determined
for 1980.

201000 x 100 = N
246.8

81.03 x 100 = N

8103 = N

14



Based on the data above, the perscn vas worse off with his 1980
incane, since in terms of 1967 dollars be could buy $8,108 work of
goods whereas in 1967 he could buy $12,000 worth of goods. Was he
financially better or worse off in 1982? In 1984? In 1986?

*Source: The Ecxncmic 1port to the President

15



SENIOR FRa4 %wane=

Eadh year, students look fortArd to attending their Senior Pram.
Like most goods and services, the price for the Ivan bids also
increase. Below is listed the CFE for the years 1980-86. Let's say
that in 1967, the Senior Prom bid cost $15. Are prices for prcm bids
in 1982, 1984, and 1986 a bargain compared to the cost of the prce bid
in 1967?

YM CPI* COST OF PROM BID BARGAIN?

1967

1980

100

246.8

$15.00

$35.00 ($14.18) yes

1982 289.1 $45.00 ?

1984 311.1 $50.00 ?

1986 328.4 $55.00 ?

Current Cost x 100 = N
Current CPI

The following proportion shows hcw,to determim trie value of the
pram tdd in terms of 1967 dollars.

$35 x 100 = N

246.8

.1418 x 100 = N

$14.18 = N

ANSWERS:

Year Amount Bargain?

1982

1984

1986

16
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=mum 'ID REAL INO:ME

1982 $7,263 worse off

1984 $8,036 worse off

1986 $9,135 worse off

SENIOR PROM WORKstumr

1982 $15.56 PO

1984 $16.07 no

1986 $16.74 no

17
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EPISODE III. "Far Trade and Sandalwood" or "Thu Nui's Revenge"

The purpose of this episode is to describe the economic changes
which were brought about in Hawai'i as a result of sustained contact
with the outside world, from 1785 - 1840.

OBJECTIVES

The nein point here is that in the early 1800's, Hawai'i began
shifting fran &closed, self-sufficient ecanamy to a nore open economy
which emphasized exports of diversified agricultural products and
sandalwood. The money and goods with which foreigners paid for food
and sandalwood went modtly to the ali'i. As before, the common people
did most of the work, but received few of the rewards.

ANSWERS TO EPISODE III QUESTIONS

1. Fore-qn ships stopped in Hawai'i for fresh food, firewood,
water, recreation, and ship repairs. After the discovery that
sandalwood grew in these islands, foreign ships stopped to
load up with this rare, fragrantwood product, which they sold
or traded in China.

2. Foreign ships gave the Hawaiians seeds and taught them how to
cultivate new crops in hopes that the Hawaiians would start
growing fruits and vegetables that the haoles liked -- things
like cabbage, onions, corn, and potatoes.

3. Sandalwood was valuable because it was in short supply
throughout the world, and in high demand in places like
China. It was used to make idols, boxes, carvings, medicines,
and inoense. The best thing about it was its fragrant aroma!

4. The sandalwood trade cost the early Hawaiians quite a lot.
Labor resouras used to harvest sandalwood could not be used
to grow crops. Therefore, the Hawaiians had to forego a
significant quantity of agricultural production during the
years of sandalwood trading. In addition, nany Hawaiians died
as a result of working long months in the damp mountains. The
benefits from sandalwood -- profits earned from the sale of
the sandalwood to the foreigners -- went only to the ali'i.
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ACTIVITY EMS= III

EODNCMIC 024CEPTS: trade, comparative advantage, oast vs benefit,
trade-offs, supply, demand, surplus, shmtage

When ship captains discovered sandalwood in Huai% a new item of
trade was introduced. Sardalwood was demanded in the Orient and
Hawai'i could supply that which was demanded. As a result trade of
sandalwood for Western goods increased in Hawai'i.

Trade increases when people specialize in the production of one
good or service. Thravh trade, people are able to obtain things they
need from people who specialize in utlat they do best. Trade allows
everyone to have more goods and services than self sufficiency would.

With sandalwood %wing abundantly in the mountains, the
availability of labor, coupled with Hawaii's location allowed her to
have a cciipara tive advantag in supplying sandalwood to the Orient.
To determine how nuch sandalwood needed to be cut was determined by
the demand of the product. Demand and supply of sandalwood were
factors in setting the value or price of the product.

Prices of a product are set by the forces of demand and supply.
Demand of a product reflects the behavior of the constmers. It shows

410
the relationship between price anti quantity demanded (Qd). Price
serves three functions: (1) aid in decision making; gives individuals
an idea of the value of a good on the market, (2) rations smrce
resources to those more willing and able to pay, and (3) signals
charm. Supply of a product reflects the behavior of producers. It
shows the relationship between price and quantity supplied (Qs).
Profits serve three functions: (1) signals resources to their nost
valued use, (2) provides incentive for innovation, and (3) rewards
efficiency.

DEFINITICNS

Law of Cemand: As the price of a product decreases, a larger
quantity of that product will be bought, and vice
versa.

Lald of Supply: As the price of a product increases, a larger quantity
of that product will be supplied, and vice versa.

Comparative Advantage -- ability of a country to produoe a product at
a lever opportunity cost than another country
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Shortage -- the amount demanded is less than the amount supplied;
prices wdll tend to increase

Surplus -- the amount supplied that is more than the amount demanded;
prices wdll tend to decrease

Equilibrium Price -- price for a product at which the amount producers
are willing to supply is equal to the amount
people are willing and able to buy; on a graph it
is located where the supply and demand curves
meet.

ACTIVITY TTAHAT roEs SUPPLY AND DEMND TELL US?

Instructional Objectives: Following the lesson the students will be
able to:

1. Define and give examples of the following terms:
Law of Demand, Law of Supply, comparative advantage

2. Complete a demand and supply graph from a given set of data.
3. Identify the areas of shortage and surplus in graph.

1. Ask the students "Haltdces a consumer react when the price of
good is reduced?" With the responses on the board.

2. Ask the students to put themselves in the role of a prodmer.
Then pose the question, "Are you willing to produce more or
less of product if the price of thP product is reduoed?"
Write the responses on the boar.;.

3. Compare the responses on the consumer and produoer that have
been placed on the board. Ciscuss with the students the
differences between the two and the reasons for the
differences.

4. Define the Law of Supply and Law of Demand to students.

5. Discuss how supply and denand affect the prices of goods in
the marketplace.

6. Have students give examples haw their purchasing decisions are
based on supply and demand.
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7. Hand out tha chart "Demand/Supply Schedule of Record Allimis".
Go through the steps of plotting the data on the chart with
the class. It's a good idea to have a transparency made of
the chart, so that the entire class can do it together.

8. After completing tte graph, explain the area of shortage and
surplus and what is the expected market behavior in those
situations.

9. Hand out the chart "Price for a Hento Lunch". Have students
complete the graph.

\

10. Go over the completed graph with the students
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ECM AND SUPPLY SCHEME MR RECORD MANS

Price per
Record Album

Quantity Demanded
(in thousands)

Mantity Supplied
(in thousands)

$4.00 5 1

$6.00 4 2

$8 . 00 3 3

$10.00 2 4

$12.00 1 5

RECORD ALBUMS

a

11111.1

..01mmummt

Quantity

1. What is the equqibrium price for albums?

2. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $4.00?

3. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $12.00?
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DEMND AND SUPPLY SCHEDULE FOR BENT° LUNCHES

Price per Quantity Dananied Quantity Supplied
Bento lunch (in hunk's* (in hundreds)

$1.00 7 1

$1.50 6

$2.d0 5 3

$2.50 4 4

$3.00 3

$3.50 2 6

$4.00 1 7

BENTO LUNCHES

vs. Vir Immomin

4/1=111.10-

4
QUANTITY

1. What is the equilibrium price for bento lunches?

2. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $2.00?

3. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $3.50?
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=AIM Ala) SUPPIZ SCREDUIE Fait mom nem

Price per
Record Album

Quantity Demanded
(in thousands)

Wantity Supplied
(in thousands)

$4.00 5 1

$6.00 4 2

$8.00 3 3

$10.00 2 4

$12.00 1 5

$12.00

$10.00

$8.00

c:14 $6.00

$4.00

$2.00

0

RECORD ALBUMS

1 2 3

Qe

QUANT I TY

4 5

SUPPLY

P e

DEMAND

6

1. What is the equilibrium price for altAmis?

2. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $4.00?

3. What will happen in the :market if the price is set at $12.00?
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DEM= AND SUPPLY SCHEDUIE FOR BENT° LUNCHES

Price par Quantity Demanded Quantity Supplied
Banto lunch (in hundreds) (in hurdreds)

$1.00 7 1

$1.50 6 2

$2.00 5 3

$2.50 4 4

$3.00 3 5

$3.50 2 6

$4.00 1 7

$4.00

$3.50

$3.00

$2.50

04 $2.00

$1.50

$1.00

$.50

0

arm.
pI

11111111.

limrairsograimers
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Qe QUANTITY

SUPPLY

DEMAND

1. What is the equilibrium price for bent° lunches?

2. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $2.00?

3. What will happen in the market if the price is set at $3.50?
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MO= AIME:

1. $8.00

2. There will be a shortage of recotd albums. Since the quantity
demanded is greater than wantity supplied, the price of record
albums will tend to increase.

3. There will be a surplus of record albums. Since the quantity
supplied isilreater than quantity demanded, the price a record
allowswin tend to decrease.

BERM MIMES:

1. $2.50

2. There will be shortage of bento lurches. Since the quantity
demanded is greater than quantity supplied, the price of bento
lunches will tend to increase.

3. There will be a surplus of bento lurches. Since the quantity
supplied is greater than quantityderanded, the price of bento
lunches will tend to Jecrease.

3
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EPISODE IV. "Thu Nui Goes Vthaling"

This episode describes how whaling trade, which flouridhed in the
Hawaiian Islands between the 1820's and 1860's, affacted the economic
and social climate of Hawaiq.

CeJECT1VES

After reading this episode, students should be able to:

1. EXplain how the whaling trade affected the economy :f Hawai'i
in the 19th century.

2. Describe at least two lasting social and/or economic
consequences of the whaling trade in Hawai'i.

3. State the Approximate dates between which the whaling trade
following the American Civil War.

4. EXplain the reasons behind the decline of the whaling trade
following the American Civil War.

calm MECUM:ES

FCT more badoground on the whaling trade, read the section
entitled %bales" in Gavan Dews' Shoal of Time. It's only four peges
long, but gives an excellent overview of the whaling trade in Hawai'i.

FOR 'ITIE TEACHER

The whaling trade, which began in about, 1820 and lasted until
after the American Civil War, had a profourd impact on Hawai'i. The
large number of whaling ships that put into Hawaiian ports meant lots
of money. Tne wages of native seamen, fees of local prostitutes,
profits on the sale of supplies, commissions on the trans-shipment of
oil and whale bone from Hawai'i to the maintani U.S., and returns on
all sorts of servicK from ship chartering to boarding house keeping
nade whaling an important industry. Divarsified agriculture in
particular was encouraged, as whalers sought to purchase fresh
provisions to sustain them on theil long voyages.

These economic benefit:, however, were accompanied by significant
social costs as sustained conta ct. with foreigners contributed to the
breakdown of Hawaiian culture.
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The decline of the whaling trade was due primarily to the
depletion of the supply of whales in the Pacific. Its demise,

hcwever, was hastened by a confederate raiding ship called SHENANDOAH
which destroyed a large number of Yankee whaling ships during the
Civil Mr.

The destruction of Ihu NUi's ship JEZEBEL is based on an actual
event which occurred in 1871. Thirty-threewhaling ships were trapped
in ice floes north c.e. Bering Strait in the Arctic and ground to

pieces. The crew escaped in the same manner as did Ihu Nui and his

shipmates.

ANSWERS TO EPISODE IV CVFSTICtS

1. Aside from love of adventure, desire to see the outside world
and their great voyaging traditions, most Hawaiians joined the
crew of Yankee whalers for the money (wages).

2. Whaling vessels stopped in Hawai'i for fresh provisions (food
and fresh water) and for repairs. This gave stimulus to
diversi'4ed industries such as agriculture, hardware stores,
carpenters, sailmaker . While in port the sailors wanted some
fun and excitement, thus encouraging saloons, prostitution,
boarding houses and cafes to flourish.

3. The main reason for the decline of the whaling trade after
1860 was the fact that whales were getting harder and harder
to find necessitating longer and costlier voyages and reducing
the profitability of whaling.

Petroleum was discovered in Pennsylvania in 1859 and soon
became a substitute for whale oil, but the main reason for the
decline in whaling lay in the shrihking supply of whales.

4. Sustained contact with foreigners encouraged many Hawaiians to
abandon their old ways. Many Hawaiians, attracted by new
opportunities for cash-paying jobs, moved from their villages
into the growing towns like Honolulu and Lahaina.

We'll leave discussion of whether this was good or bad to you
and your students. Some extra research on the part of your
students may be in order.
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ACTIVrTY EPISOCE IV

111 ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: supply, demand, determinants of supply,
determinants of demand, shifts in supply or demand
curve

In Episode III and Episode IV, sandalwood and whaling industries

were introduced. Both ()I. these industries were not sustained for a
long period of time dile to changes in the supply of and demand for

these products. \

Both the sandalwood and whaling trade came to an end due to a
depletion of supply which was largely a result of over- exploitation.
When a resource is owned in common, there is a tendency for it to be
overused. No one individUal takes an interest in preserving it.

Following the death of Kamehameha I who had a royal monopoly on
sandalwood, King Liholiho allowed the chiefs to sell the wood on their

own accounts. Eager to obtainiomtern goods, the chiefs signed large
promissory notes for sandalwood. Under coercion to pay off these
notes, chiefs often sent entire villages of nen into the mountains to
gather the wood, diminishirg the supply of sandalwood.

The primary causes of the decline of whaling were the scarcity of
whales near Hawai'i, the discovery of new whale grounds further north,
and the growth of San Francisco as a natural shipping point of whale
oil to the eastern market. Whaling become an increasingly costly and
risky enterprise.

Supply and demand affect prices; however, in the "real" world,
prices are really determined by the underlying forces of supply and
demand. These forces are called determinants.

reterminants of ekmucid are factors that determine how much of a
good or service will be purchased. These determinants are related to
how peopae feel about items they buy and these feelings detennine how
much of good or service that they desire to purchase. As people's
feelings change, the overall level of demand may increase or
decrease. People may buy more or less of a product because of changes
in their perceptions of a product even though the producer's price
may not change.

Determinants of supply are the factcrs that determine bow much a
good or service that a firm is willing to produce. Anything that
changes the costs of production or the availability of inputs causes
the supply relationship to change. Producers are willing to produce
more if the prices (profits) they receive for their products are high.

29
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Changes in supply or demand are reflected by a shift in the supply
or danand curve. A new supply or demand curve indicates the change. To
indicate an increase, a new curve is drawn to the right of the

original curve. It indicate a decrease, a new curve is drawn to the

left of the original curve.

DETEMINAMS

DEMAND: (1) Tastes, (2) 40.1mber of buyers, (3) Price and availability
of substitutes or ccuplements, (4) Mummer's inoame, (5)
ENpectations, (6) Quality of the product

SUPPLY: (1) Price of inputs (met of production), (2) Technology, (3)
Number of sellers, (4) Import tariffs or other input
restrictions

Note: Ihere are varicus other names for these determinants.

DEFINITION

Camman property -- a resource that Ls owned in cannon by ',everyone,'
and, as a result, awned by no one in particular
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ACTIVTTY WHAT MAKES THE SUPPLY OR DEMAND CURVE SHIM/

Instructicnal Objectives: Palming the lesson, the students will be
able to:

1. specify whether or not a determinant of supply or demand has

changed.

2. Moe specific determinant involved in a given situation.

3. Predict'the effect of change in determinant on both
equilibrium price and quantity.

4. Va041 the direction of change by shifting the proper curve in
the appropriate direction.

Prooedure:

1. Oonduct a brief review of the basic of supply and demand.
Remind the students of the distinction between changes in
supply or demand and the changes in quantity demanded or
supplied.

2. Review the determinants of supply and demand. Give examples
for eadh of the determinants.

3. Illustrate the shifts in the curve(s) by using the example
provided.

4. Hand out worksheet. Instruct students to read each situation,
specify the determinant involved, rhift the curve in the
proper direction, then specify the effect on equilibrium, price
and quantity.

5. Review the answers with the students.
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KCHA awns
MR0. COFFEE

A substitute for Kona coffee
comes on the narket. It has
the same taste, but is free
of caffeine.

Determinant

Effect on Pe

Effect on Qe

CAILITIATORS

32

CAILUIATORS

newmethod of manufacturing
calculators enables a company
to make smaller calculators
with more functions for less
money.

Determinant

Effect on Pe

Effect on Qe



SANCAMOD AND SIALING WIIKSHEE?

1. Draw the "typical" apply and demand curve. He sure to label all

the parts.

.

2. Sandalwood Situation 1:

a. Kapu lifted on sandalwood by Liholiho.
b. Chiefs enjoy the use and want more Western goods.

c. Mbre commoners are used to harvest sandalwood.

Knowing these facts, would the supply or damand curve change?
Why? Draw in the appropriate curve. Be sure to label all the

parts.

Determinant

Effect on Pe

Effect on Qe

3. Sandalwood Situation 2:

Some Hawaiian sandalwood was found to be "false sandalwood".
Knowing this, would the supply or demand curve change? Why? Draw
in the appropriate curve. Be sure to label all the parts.
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3. Whaling Situation 1:

a. Mbre time at sea needed to catch whales
b. Scarcity of whales

Mowing these facts, wculd the supply or demand curve change?
Why? Draw in the approvAate curve. Be sure to label all the
parts.

Determinant

Effect on Pe

Effect on Qe

4. Whaling Situation 2:

a. California being settled; provides services that Hawaii gave
to whalers

Knowing these facts, which curve would shift? Draw in the
appropriate curve. Be sure to label all parts.

Determinant

Effect on Pe

Effect on Qe
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Ktiik COlertz.

Qe

CALCULAIORS

KMIA COkra:

A substitute for Kona coffee
males on the market and has
the sane taste.

Determinant 5lAb6ii"141..te...

Effect al
Effect on Qe
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A new method of manufacturing
calculators enables a company
to make smaller calculators
with more functions for less
mitney.

Determinant

Effect on Pe cles.lrecte
Effect on



SANDAIMOD AND $1HALING WORKSHEET

1. rzaw the "typical" supply and demand curve. Be sure to label all

the parts.

p.

2. Sandalwood Situation 1:

a. Kapu lifted on sandalwood by Liholiho.
b. Chiefs enjoy the use and want more Western goods.

c. litre commoners are used to harvest sandalwood.

Knowing these facts, would the supply= demand curve change?
Why? Draw in the appropriate curve. Be sure to label all the

41) parts.

Pe,

3. Sandalwood Situation 2:

Determinants
Effect on Pe de,Q,cesa_dse,

Effect on Qe

Some Hawaiian sanlialwcxxlwas found th be "false sandalwood".
Knowing this, wculd the supply or demand curve change? Why? Draw
in the appropriate curve. Be sure to label all the parts.

3 6

Dethminant QUSIV% ?CrAiet

Effect on

Effect on Qe .6xtje,



3. Vihaling Situation 1:

a. ?bre time at sea needed to catch whales

b. Scarcity of whales

Mowing these facts, wculd the supply or demand curve change?

Why? Draw in the appropriate curve. Be sure to label all the

parts.

R. I

Pe.

4. Whaling Situation 2:

a. California being settled; provides services that Hawaii gave
to whalers

Knowing these facts, which curve would shift? Draw in the
appropriate curve. Be sure to label all parts.

vp

00:1101c) lk

DeterminantS14111Sig.,

Effect on Pe deemnsie.

Effect on Qe dee-MO-Se..

a,
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EPISODE V. "The Great ?allele"

This episode touches briefly on the Great Mahele of 1848, which
legally divided up all the land in Hawaili and ultimately gave fee
simple ownership to chiefs, foreigners, and ccamoners.

OBJECTIVES

After reading this episode, students should be able to:

1. Explainvihat the Great MAbele was.

2. Explain why the common Hawaiians failed to benefit from the
Great Nhhele.

3. Discuss pros and cons of the Great MAhele.

ANSWER TO EPISODE VgJESTIONS

1. The Gruat Nahele of 1848 legally divided up all the land in
Hawai'i and gave fee simple ownership to chiefs/ foreigners,
and commoners.

2. Mbst of the land went to the chiefs. The second largest
quantity of land went to the government, which bad been
established under the Constitution of 1840.

3. Most of the commoners sold their land to haole businessmen at
very kw prices.

4. Mhny of your students will decide that the Groat Mahele was a
bad thing because of the fact that the Hawaiian commoners got
"ripped off". Some good did come from the Mhhele, however.
Haole businessmen, once they felt secure in legal ownership of
land, inmsteducre and more money in Hawai'i. Without the
Mahele, for example, it is doubtfUl that the sugar industry
could have gotten off the ground.
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Acrivrn EMCEE V

ECCNOMMC OCINCEPTS: scarcity, cost benefit analysis, opportunity cost

At, the time of the Great Mae, the population of Hawaili was

90,300*. The largest percentage of land belonged to the King and the

ali'i. Decisions on how the land was to be used rested in the hands

of a few. This was evidammdbyhow the resource of land was used in

the sandalwood industry. In 1986, the population of the state of
Hawai'i ues 1,062,644** an increase of 1076 percent. In simple terms,

this means that there are nearly 1076 percent more people living on

the same amount of land. Through the years, the re,lource of land has
not grown appreciably except for a few acres of new "land" on the
island of Hawai'i as a result of recent lava flows. However, the
population has grown, thus making decisions of how best to use the

scarce resource (land) more difficult.

In Hawaili land is scarce. Scarcity forces people to make choices
about how they udll use their limited resources. These choices affect
!ILA. nnly how people live today, but also how people will live in the
future. Menmaking decisions awout choices involving land use, a cost
benefit enalysis should be made. Land use laws or policies must take
into account the costs and benefits for our diverse population.

DEFINrITMIS

Cost benefit analysis -- a process by wtich we compare the cost uf an
action with the benefits to he derived

Scarcity -- condition in which people do not have enough resources to
satisfy their every desire

*Source: Schmitt, Robert. Historical Statistics of Hawaii

**Source: The State of Hawaii, Data Book, 1986
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ACTTVrrY - THE CHOICE IS YCURS

Instructional Objectives: Sollowing the lesson the students will be

able to:

1. Define the term " scarcity" as it relates to land in Hawai'i.

2. Determine the cost or benefit to specific groups of any given

action.

3. Become aware of the influence of values on econamic choices.

Procedure:

1. Shaw the students either on a transpitency or on the board the
statistics on Chart 1 land Distribution.

2. Discuss with the class the cwnership percentages of the Great
Mahele to the ownership percentages' E the land today. Have
students compare the similarities anA differences.

a. What has happened to land ownership in Hawai'i?
b. Why do ycu think it happened?
c. Do to think there will be any significant changes in the

percentage of ownership in 1985 to the year 2000?

3. On the bcerd, write the words "cost-benefit analysis". Ask
the class to consider the cost or beziefit to the alig class
and to the maka'ainana (ounmoners). Discuss the cost and
benefits to each of the groups. Remind the elss that in every
economic action there are winners and losers; lumever, the
actions that have negative results that affect the least
numbers of pecple is usually considered best.

4. Divide the class into groups.

5. Distribute worksheet, "The Choice Is Yours." Go over the
instructions. Students are asked to work in groups to
simulate a "real" life situation. Each group is to come to a
consensus on the best action to take in each situation.

6. Have a representative from each group report to the class the
reasons for the decisions.

tit.4
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7. Conclude the lesson by telling the students how law and policy

makers must consider cost-benefit analysis in making their

decisions.

a. lbw did your group come to its decision?

b. What dOes this exercise tell you about the other people's

ideas concerning the cost(s) and benefit(s) of the

decision?
c. Is there one correct or wrong answer?

d. How, did one's values influence the decision?

8. OptionatActivity: Have students construct a pie graph on the

data from Chart 1 Lana Distribution.

CHART 1

GREAT WiHELE*

LAND DISTRIBUTION

1986**

Crown Lands
(for King's use)

Federal Gov't 8.4%

60.3% State Gov't 29.3%

Government Lands
Cbunty Gov't .4%

Chiefs' Lands 38.8%
Private 61.9%

Lands Granted
to Warmers

.9%

Note: In 1986, six large land owners held 52.3 of all private
lands. They are, according to the amount of land they hold:

1. Bishop Estate
2. Parker Ranch
3. Castle and Cooke
4. C. Brewer
5. Samuel M. Damon Estate
6. Alexander & Baldwin

*Source: Kelly, Marion and Kehau Lee. Stories of Hawaii

**Source: The State of Hawaii, Data Book, 1986
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THE CHOICE IS YCURS WORKSHEET

Suggested 'situations:

1. Should part of the Ala Wai Golf Course te converted to a
Convention Center?

2. Should a golf course to developed in Maunawili Valley?

3. Should part,of Fort CeRussy land be sold to private developers for
a Convention' Center?

4. Should Waiola Estatas te converted to residential zoning?

5. Should a housing develcpnent be constructed on lands across from
Sandy Beach?

Note: As new controversial land issues arise, use those situations
for the worksheet.
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Ole Choice is ours . .
DIRECTIONS : Read the situation listed holow. Dotermine the Uenefit(e) and cout(o) of ouch.

Fill in the column labeled "lienefit" and "Cost". If you think that the honoftt(h)
are greater than the cost(e), placo a in that column. If you think that the-
cost(s) exceed the benefit(s), placo a in that column. Add two examples of your
own.

SITUATION BENEFITS COSTS ACTION CHOSEN

(1) (I)

..

(2) (2)

(I) (1)

(2) (2)

(I) (I)

(2) (2)

..
.2.1___fcj



EPISOCE VI. "The Sweetest Episode"

This episode is meant to give students an overview of the kinds of

problems faced by the newly-established Hawaiian sugar industry and

the various measures uniartaken by the industry to solve its early

prdblems.

OBJECTIVES

After readihg this episode, students should be able to:

1. Cite some of the problems that the early sugar growers had to
overcome before the Hawaiian sugar industry became profitable.

2. Explainhad the sugar industry solved the problem of labor
shortages during the nineteenth century.

3. Cite at least two or three historical events that had special
significance for the Hawaiian sugar industry in the 19th
century.

ANSWERS TO EPISODE VI QUESTIONS

1. Problems faced by the early sugar growers included labor
scarcity, hioyhtl.S. duties on Hawaiian sugar, and a shortage
of financial capital. Finding suitable land was an early
problem too. The Great *Melee in 1848, helped the fledging
sugar industry by allowing for private ownardiip of land.

2. Countriw from which labor was recruited to work in the
Hawaiian sugar industry included China, japan, Portugal, the
Philippines, an5 Spain.

3. The Anerican Civil War helped the Hawaiian sugar industry.
Northern baockades of southern ports cut off the supply of
Louisiana sugar and led to spectacular increases in sugar
prices. These high prices provided an incentive to the
Hawaiian sugar growers.

4. The Reciprocity Tteaty (1876) allowed Hawaiian sugar to be
imported into the U.S. duty free -- a big help!

5. The production year in which the total sugar production in
Hawai'i went above 1 million tons for the first time was
1930-1931.
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6. 1966 (1,2340121 tons)
1968 (1,232,182 tons)
1971 (1,229,976 tons)

7. 'the three years, since 1935, in which care production was
lowest are:

1946 (680,073 tcns)
1958 (764,953 tons)
1945 (821,216 tons)

Part of\the decline in 1946 was due to a 79-day strike by
workers on 33 sugar plantations. The dip in production in
1958 was due to a four-math-km sugar strike.

8. The number of acres in Hawai'i allocated to the graving of
sugar cane has decreased since 1969.
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AcrwnY EPISOCE VI

411
ECONOMIC CONCEPTS: resources (land, labor, capital), inbens#y,

single-indastry economy

As mentioned earlier, there are three resources meant to satisfy
human wants: land, labor, and capital. These three resources may
also be defined as productive resources when they are used to make
other things. Soaland resource like water can beaproductive
resource when uted to irrigate the sugar crop.

The use of these resources is determined by the entreprepeur in
answering the HOW westion of production. Itis ie the concept of
intensity by wffah the entrepreneur decides to use the coMbination of
resources that will minimize cost of production. If land is
relatively cheap, the production will center around land resources.
In Thu Nui., with cheap labor, sugar was a labor-intensive industry in
its early years.

HOwever, as *portant an industry as sugar has been, it has shown
the one weakness that has plagued Hawaii's economy, the domination of
Hawaii's marketplace by a single industry. Historically, trading was
replaced by sandalwood, by whaling, by sugar, and then by tourism.
Recent administrations have sought to diversify Hawaii's economy but
have found this a most difficult task.

DEFINITIONS

Entrepreneur -- the business person; the risk-taker.

Intensity -- the del)endence on one of the three productive resources
in answering the HCW question of production.
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Acrwrry - 1E11' S MANI' M INEUSIRY

Instructional Objectives: Sollowing this lesson, the students will be

be able to:

1. Complete an outline detailing the start of the sugar industry.

2. Recall the relationship of the three productive resources in
the sugar industry.

3. Apply the above mentioned resources to other industries.
4. F011ow an outline format.

.

1. Distribute the worksheet to the students.
2. Allow the studerts fifteen (1E) minutes to fill in the outline.
3. After that, go over the outline with the students. Have the

students respond in completing the outline before giving any
answers.

4. Summarize activity emphasizing the interrelated nature of the
three productive resources and had the entrepreneur had to
bring together all three resources in creating the successful
sugar industry.

r.;
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LET'S MAU AN INIXISTIV

An entrepreneur needs to acquire productive resources before an
industry :an get started. The Hawaiian sugar industry is a good stridy
of hcw the entrepreneur needed to acquire all three resources to have
a successfUl industry. Below is a prepared outline -- complete the
outline with prior information you may have obtained in other ccurses
and with clues trovided.

I. LAND (gifts of nature)

A. Pre-Oook concept of land:

B. The Constitution of : the first statement that
the Eingwas only the 'Tanager of the land.

C. Famehameha III in 1848:

1. The Great Mahele

2. MUleana Acts

D. The foreigners were given rights to land ownership in

(Year)

II. LABOR (hman effort) an adequate and cheap labor supply
needed

A. Fellow Pacific Islanders like G

B. First large wave frau where conmercial
contacts had been made through sandalwood.

C. The next group coming in as ccntract laborers was
from , the land of the Rising Sun.

D. Another Asian group, with approximately 8,000, was
from , Land of the Morning Calm.

E. White groups that were brought in were from P
S_. R and G

F. The last group came in, not as contract laborers, but as
free laborers after the Organic Act and was from
The



III. CAPITAL (man-maide things)

A. Financial capital

1. kmunvlated from

2. Investments came fram

B. Reciprocity Act of 1876

C. Sugar cane itself came with the H

And 'developed tr

D. Early innovaticrl:

1. In the field:

2. In the ndll:
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ANSVESS F LET' S STARI1 AN INDUSTRY

I. IAND:

A. Pre-Cook cmcept of land: No one held hereditary rights

to land. All persons held land for use at the discretion
of the Xing and subject to dispossession at any time.
Ownership rights were unknowr in ancient Hawaii.

B. The COnstitution of 1840: the first statement that the
King was only the manager of the land.

\

C. Famehameha III in 1848:

1. The Great Miele: the inclusion of land tenure in

Hawaii's policies. The Board of Commissioners 'lb

Quiet Land Titles was established to assist the
government in the introduction of land ownership to

Hawai'i.

2. RUleanaActs: Native tenants who occupied their lands
were entitled to claim for ownership in fee simple
terms.

D. The foreigners were given rights to land ownerdhip in 1850.

II. LABOR:

A. Fellow Pacific Islanders like Gilbert Islanders, but a

failure.

B. First large wave from China where commercial contacts had
been made through sandalwood.

C. The next group coming in as contract laborers was from
Japan, the Land of the Rising Sun.

D. Another Asian group, with approximately 8,000, was from
Korea, the Land of the Naming Calm.

E. White groups that were brought in were from Portugal,
Spain, Russia, and Germany.

F. The last groqp came in, not as contract laborers, but as
free laborers after the Organic Act and was from The
Philippines.
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III. CAPITAL

A. Financial capital

1. Accumulated fram prior industries, especially from
whaling and mercantile industries.

2. Investments from U.S. during Civil War and fram
external sources like Claus Spreckels.

B. Reciprocity Act of 1876: free entry iftto13.S. of 15
tropical items including sugar in exchange for free
admiitance of American goods like farm machinery.

C. Sugar Caneitself came with the Hawaiians. The most
common hybrid came fran Tahiti/Marquesas area. It was
developed by Hawaii Sugar Planters' Association through
its experiment stations.

D. Early innovations:

1. In the field:

a. burning of the cane
b. using irrigation

2. In the mill:

a. juice extracted from cane
b. centrifugal machine invented by D.M. Weston,

separating sugar from molasses
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EPISODE VII. "Pineapple"

This epdaoie intaxxiuoes students wo the pxtblems faced by the

entrImpreneurs who established time Haumiian pineapple indUstry arui

stows how those problems were overcane.

OBJECTIVES

After reading this episode, students should be able to:

1. Describe the kinds of problems which the pineapple industry
had to overcome in order to become a profitable industry.

2. EXplain haw the pineapple industry solved its early problems
and became a profitable industry.

3. Cite a least one factor in the recent decline of the pineapple

industry.

ANSWERS TO EPISODE VII WESTIONS

1. Pr:blens faced by the pineapple industry in its early years
included a high duty on iuports of Hawaiian pineapple into the
U.S. , a shortage of financial capital, technical problems
associated with canning, and consurrer acceptance of pineapple
on the mainland U.S.

2. The problem of the high duty was overcome by Annexation --
something the early pdneapple growers fought hard for.
Financial capital was raised by Dole and others who made long
trips to the mainland, selling the potential of the Hawaiian
pineapple industry to prospective investors. Canning problems
were worked out by imaginative engineers -- one of whom
provided the pineapple industry with huge increases in
productivity with his invention of the Ginaca machine (that's
right, his name was Ginaca!) COnsumer acceptance of pineapple
was encouraged by extensive advertising.

3. The Ginaca machine greatly increased output per mani hour in
peeling and canning, thus lowering costs (and increasing
wages).

4. Annexation was important because it put Hawai'i "inside" the
U.S. -- aLi inside the U.S. tariff structure. After
annexation Hawaiian pineapple entered the U.S. duty-free.
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5. Since 1935, the greatest quantity of pineapple and pineapple
juice was pcoduced in 1955-1956.

6. 'Dotal pineapple fruit and juice production in Hawai'i has
declined significantly over the past ten years. This is due
largely to the fact that pineapple is more expensive to grow
in Hawai'i than overseas. More and more pineapple is being
grown abroad by companies such as Dole and Del Mbnte.

.
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ACTIVITY EPISOCE VII

ECONOMIC CCNCEPTS: Three questims of production, shifting
supply/demard curves, ccapetitivu markets,
campetitive moncpolies.

Every economy is established to answer the three questions ct

production. In this episode the creation of the pineapple industry
pnvides an example of answering the three questions. Once james Dole
decided to proddoe pdneapple (ar 113 PRODUCE), he had to answer the
BY4 TO PPOCUCE question by cambinL:g land, labor, and capital
resources in the most efficient manner. While initially dependqng co
labor, Dole made the shift to a capital-intensive industry with the
use of Ginaca machines. The FOR MN 70 PRODUCE question was answered

by acLartising ard marketing.

This episode includes a discussion on shifting supply/demand
curves. In mechanizing his iniustry, Dole was willing to produce more
and thus able to sell greater quantities of pdneapples at a cheaper
price, demonstrating a shift in supply due to tedhnological advandes.
The advertising done Ly the pdneapple industry created greater demand
for rIneapple, a shift in demand caused by a change in taste.

The pineapple industry is a good example of a monopolistically
ccapetitive market. The industry lacked the campetitive nature of

111

many sellers/buyers dealing indeperdently, freely, and informatively
in identical prcducts; for the Industry showed a monopolistic
tendency, Hawaiians trying to attract more customers by making a
better product, a Hawaiian pdneapple.

DEFINITIONS

Oompetitivemarket -- a market with many sellers/buyers dealing
indeperdently, freed), and informatively in
identical products.

Shifting supply/demand curves -- an increase or decrease in supply or
demand caused by specific changes in
the market.
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ACTIVITY - TAM SIM

Instzuctional Objectives: Following this lesson, the student will be

able to:

1. Compare present job skids with those of yestexday.

2. List about skills required for most entry-levea jobs.

1. Cistribute the reading to students
2. Have students read out loud.
3. Have them answer the questions following the reading.

4. Go over the answers with the students.
5. In discussion, ask students if they could have handled the

jobs as described in the reading.
Have them discuss the idea of an entry-level job.

Have them generalize as to what skills are needed in
entry-level jobs, as to what kind of pay they can expect in

these kinds ct jobs.
6. In these discussions, generalizations should be made about the

similarities of these jobs, requiring very little training and
few skills, about the low pay with very limited prcenticnal

opportunities.
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PINEAPPLE READIMS

READIM ONE

The card read, "Cook Department." What did I know about cooking?
Atter checking out the locker roam, I headed over to the Cook
Department. It wasn't in the cafetwvia; it was the niddle of the
cannery. It was the canning section. my job was to work the machine
that topped the cans of juice with lids. I had to carry the bakes of
lids frau the storage area to the nachine, pack the lids on the
stacker, watch the cans came down the conveyor belt to be filled with
juice, pull out any dented cans, and clear the reject tray. Since I
was a rookie, I got the graveyard shift fram 10:00 pan. to 6:30 a.m.
and had a half hour tor my "lunch."

At first, I wasn't too good getting the dented cans before they
were capped so my reject tray was always full, much to ny luna's
dismay. But I caught the hang of spotting the cans ana pulling them
before they were cappod. The jab was ncnotonous with no one to talk
to since I had to be at the nachine for the eight-hour shift, the only
challenge being to get the boxes of lids to the nachine. The other
big event was clean-qp once a week, using the steam hoses to clean the
nachinery. It added an hcur to my work week.

I couldn't wait for the summer to end and get back to school.
Never again. The next summer I got me an office job.

READING TWO

Someone peeked in the door and said, "Hey, Hawaii, Margie is
cutting up a fresh pineapple. Wanna see?"

Sure I did. It had been nonths since I last worked a pineapple.
I rushed over to Margie's roam and watched. I couldn't stand her
butvhering the pineapple so I walked over to Margie and volunteered to
show my college buddies how to cut a pineapple. They were duly
impressed, and I was forever nicknamed "Pineapple Mary".



WADING THREE

I worked five summers as a packer at CPC (Del Mate). After the
pineapple was sized, cored, trimmed, and cleaned by the Ginanca
nachines and the trimmers, the pineapple came to our table. Wle had to

grade the pineapple into choice and fancy and into other secondary
grades. The worst pineapple got sent to the "crushed" section. We
had to double check and discard rotten or "stinky pine". Our table
rotated. One week I would be at the top of the line, the next at the
back. Being at the top meanthard work, especially if the pineapple
came rushing in. Thank gocdness we had the troughs where we could
store excess pine to work on later. Being at the back of the line
neant "Easy Tined", especially if the front gals were good.

QUESTIONS FOR READINGS

1. What skills were needed to work at the pineapple cannery?

2. How would you compare these skills with those rewired by
teenagers working in fast food restaurants or service stations?

3. Do you think you wculd enjoy working in the pdneapple
cannery? Support your answer with selections from the
readings.

ANSWERS:

1. & 2. Skills Needed.

1 Fast Fo .d

1. cutting and trimming
2. good eye judgement
3. good physical coordination
4. same strength
5, more responsibility
6. more physically demanding
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1. learning to operate machines
2. able to give out change
3. good manual skills
4. working with co-workers
5. more responsibility
6. more customer contact



MSC= VIII "World War II"

111 This episode gives students an idea ct thekincis of economic
dhanges that took place in Hawai'i (luring the waryears.

OBJECTIVES

After miding this 0,4%1.,,,ciziee, atudents should be able to:

1 De..,?.-,ribe-.sc,c of the thanges that occurred in Hawai'i durim
th,Jrld War I.I.

2. 11...74 changes in suctaly and dmand can affect prices.

ANMAS

1. Zee pcpul,xdon OL i doubled during World War II.

2. Shoxrages cama tht a demaxxl for goods and services
incraased fa& than supply.

3. a. supply of orchids falls - availability of inputs
b. supply of fertilizer increases - availability inputs
c. supply of lumber falls - availability inputs
d. demand for nanapua falls - taste change
e. supply of goods falls - cost of inputs
f. demand for land goes up - number of buyers



ACTIVITY - EPISODE VIII

ECONOMIC CONCEFTS: supply, demand, government regulation, price
ceilings, economic freedom

Curing World War II, many economic changes took place in our
nation since the war effort put a strain on our limited resources.
The government was faced with the economic question of how best to
allocate the nation's limited resources. In its effort to allocate the
nation's limited resources in the most equitable way, the government
rationed goods such as gasoline, automobile tires, and certain foods.

Overnight, the population of Hawai'i doubled as over 400,000
military personnel were stationed in Hawai'i. This caused a shortage

of available and affordable housing. As a way to take care of this
problem, the government implemented a rent control (price ceiling).

Rigid rent controls are used in a few American cities today. In

the case of rent control, personal positions on this specific
government regulation and intervention in the housing market often
depend largely an whether one is a landlord or tenant, although other
circumstances may also be influential. Both the short and long range
consequences (costs) must be weighed in determining the merits of rent
control.

Price Ceiling --

Eaonamic Freedam

DEFINITIONS

a legally imposed price that is below the equilibrium
price. Price ceilings always result in shortages.

-- a characteristic of a parket economy in which
consumers and producers are free to choose what is
in their own best interests as long as their
decisions do not interfere with the rights of
others.
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ACTIVITY - THE COST OF RENT =moll

Instructional Objectives: Following this lesson, the students will be

able to:

1. Dekicribe rent control as a form of market regulation and
intervention by the government.

2. Indicate the long-term effects of rent control.

3. Explain .the impact of rent control on the supply ana demand
for rental prove/ties.

4. EValuate the worth of rent control in terms of the broad
social goal of economic freedom.

1. Explain to the class that instead of having rents determined
by supply and demand in the marketplace, the government can
control the price through regulation -- one form of which is
rent control. Rent controls are likely to exist because the
demand for rental units greatly exceeds the available supply.

2. Have students read the hamdcuts, "Case Study: Rent Control in
Santa Monica" and "Landlord's Unusual Response TO Rent
COntrols Stirs Fight".

3. After the students have read the handouts discuss and clarify
the following questions.

a. Before the establishment of the rent control board, why
would owning rental property in Santa Monica have been
viewed as a favorable investment?

b. Why was there no oversupply of housing units in Santa
Mbnica despite a 10 percent growth in the housing stook
between 1970 and 1980 while the population gain was only
25 people?

c. Why were rents increasing so rapidly in Santa Mbnica?

d. Why did the property tax cuts revive interest in rent
control legislation?
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e. My and how was rent control imposed on the rental market

in Santa Monica?

f. Mat reasons does the article give to explain why cmners
of rental hcusirg did not lader rents when tams were
lcmered?

g. Wm were rents determined by the rental cantrol board?

h. If rent control were to be continued for 20 years in Santa
Monica, how wcuLl it affect the following:\
1) Amount of new Santa Etnica rental property will be

available

2) Quality of Santa Nbnica rental property available

i. What social gcal was beirv-* viclaterA according to the

property a.mers?

j. Mat group of ocxicur.iers might thin): its freedcxn was

violated by the recit control mechanism?

4. After the discussion, illustrate a supply and demand airve to
shcw what wawa when rent control is put into effect aver a
period of time. Iniicate that the graph shows the
relationship betwPan quantity supplied and demanded when the
a verage rent is set by market and when the avezage rent is
f.l.xed under rent control.

'\1
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Qe Oe. Oe 2-

Pe = market-clearing price, i.e. rental price based on
inte-action of supply and demand

Fel = price instituted by rent control board

Qe = market-clearing quantity

Qel = quantity supplied at controlled price

Qe2 = quantity demanded at controlled price

5. Ask the following questions based on an analysis of the graph:

a. At the price set by the rent control board, what is the
relationship between the supply and demand for available
rental housing?

b. What would happen to the available supply of housing units
if rent controls were eliminated?

c. What would happen to the available demand for housing
units if rent controls were eliminated?

d. How do consumers gain and lose through rent control?

6. Have students complete the "Rent Cbntrol Checklist" and have
them state whether they are for or against rent control and
why. EValuate their understanding of the objectives of the
lesson on the basis of the reasons they give for their replies
and not according to whether they are for or against rent
controls. Discuss results with the class.
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ANSWER SHEET

3. a. Santa Mbnica was a desirable paace to live, was close to
Los Angeles proper, had a higher per capita income with
chamblgrxtulation.

b. There were more single people moving in with changing
pattern of needs from an earlier family situation.

c. It was caused by an increase in demand.

d. Tenants expected rents to go down with the decrease in
property taxes.

e. A charter amendment established a rent control board
. elected by the voters with the purpose of reviewing all
rent increase demands.

f. Rental fees were not lowered because of inflation with
rising interest rates and because of the tight market
favoring landlords.

g. Rents were established by the rate of returns on the
original investment of the landlords.

h. 1) There wculd be no increase in the availability of
rental property in Santa Monica.

2) The quality of Santa Mbnica rental prowtywould go
dam.

i. The social goal sacrificed would be that of economic
froedam, the freedom to do with your property as ycu wish.

j. Cbnsumers who are willing to pay higher rents and can't
get rental units are losers.

5. a. There is too little supply for the demand, creating a
shortage.

b. According to the graph if the contloas were lifted and the
interaction of supply and demand was allowed in the
narketplace, there would be an increase in the quantity
supplied.

c. There would be a decrease in the demand for rental units
in Santa Mbnica.

d. Oonsumers gain by having to pay smaller rental fees, but
they lose because there is a smaller number of rental
units on the market.
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Handout 3-3A

CASE STUDY: RENT CONTROL IN SANTA MONICA

SANTA MONICA'S SUBURBAN RADICALS'

. . . Santa Monica has 88,000 people in its com-
Pact 8.3 Wars miles, and some SO percent of them are
renters. Some of the rented' are elderly pensioners
(from 15 percent to 40 percent, according to various es-
timates). . . Many more renters are young profession-
als, who jog in swarms, morning and evening, in the
parks overlooking the ocean. According to the U.S.
Treasury Revenue Sharing Office, the city's per capita
income is 29 percent higher than that of Los Angeles
County.

Although local radicals worry about its °untram-
meled development the city gained only 25 persons
between the 1970 and 1980 census. Its housing stock
grew by 10%. however. As elsewhere, large families
were giving way to singles and young marrieds, and
high-rise condominiums were springing up to house
them. With freeway access to downtown Los Mgelea.
smog-free Santa Monica would be a prime site for real

Aik estate development, except for the people who already
W live there. . . .

(Llocal landlords find rent control very threatening
indeed. To those who bear its economic burden, Santa
Monica's form of rent control looks like a means of
buying votes by a forced redistribution of wealth. .

. . The first referendum on rent control lost heavily
in June 1978. Yet the . . property tax cuts that passed
that same day ironically revived rent control agitation
across the state.

Very nide of the property owners' tax savings
showed up in lower rents, which were under upward
pressure from other Inflationary costs and a booming
rental market. The Mnters' Rights coalition put the
charter amendment back an the tuillot in Aptil 1979.
Santa Monica voters gave it a 54% margin. .

The charter amendment established a rent control
board to be *tooted by city voters, the only place in the
country where e voting majority with a financial stake in
the outcoms of these quasi-judicial decisions elects]
the persons who make them. In the first rent control11,
1 Excerpted from 'Sams Mamas Suburban Radicals.' * James
Ring Mama. Mt We Saw Jownail. July 1. Mt %Mild *lei
Penniman al the WO Sim( Journal. 0 Dow Jones I Camaany
1951 : M nghts rewrad. The asspisoon ums thom maws of
Ow awls, arbor thal warm manors oftw than ram connl the
wowt a( thes lesson.
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board election, the Renton' Rights group took all the
seats. .

In apartment house bv vestment house,
committees that organized to petition for lower rents
had their effoils rewarded by favorable rent board deci-
sions, and each committee became another unit in the
Renters'Rights election network. Apartment ownens re-
acted with fury; according to one account, they booed
and hooted at earty board meetings from the pledge of
allegiance through the reading of tha minutes and inter-
rupted tenant speakers with catcalls.

The details of the law go far beyond regulating
rents, economicaNy damaging as that may be. Accord-
ing to Lowell Wedemeyer, an attorney who represents
many local landlords, the board not only forces land-
lords to operate at a cash loss, it makes evictions practi-
cally impossible and prohibits owners from removing
vacant apartments from the rental market.

On paper, says attorney Wedemeyer, the board
determines rents by the rate of return on the original
cash investment, no matter how long ago it was made.
So there is no way rents can keep pace with inflation.
Yet landlords with negative cash flow face csiminal ac-
tion if they neglect building maintenance. One part of
the ordinance even makes it a misdemeanor, punisha-
ble by six months in jail or a fine, for a landlord to insti-
tute count proceedings to evict a tenant without first go-
ing through the rent board. Landlords can't withdraw
units from the market or convert them to condominiums
without rent board apProval, which is slow in coming.

Rent control advocates often argue that buildings
aren't run tor a cash profit but for the tax shelter the
rapid depreciation provides for high-income investors.
Sut the Santa Monica law goes one step further, sub-
tracting from every rent increase application the amount
its hearing officers figure the owner saves in to write-
offs. The local law provides for figuring this amount as it
the owner We in a 40% tax bracket, no matter what his
actual income is.

The Renters' Rights people seem to think this law
hurts only well-heeled landlords, speculators, and
Saudi [Arabian) investors. Mayor Muth) Goidway ar-
gues that small landlords are protected by the exemp-
bon of three-unit. owner-occupied buildings. But land-
lord Stavisa M. Milouvtievic tells a tar different story,

A disabled mechanical engineer, Mr. Milosavljevic
owns one building of six units and says his rents fall far

it'JEST C!.1 /irVL,r,3



Handout 3-3A (continued)

short of his annual taxes, bank payments, and costs.
The rent board, he says, has been totally capricious in
sitting his rents, giving a special break to one tenant
who was a rent activist. The majority of Santa Monica
landlords, he says, are "mom-and-pop" operators in his
situation. . . .

Mr. Milosavljevic has brought one of some 150
landlord suits against the rent control charter or the rent
board. Most have been successful in overturning sp.-
odic rent board decisions, though at a cost to the land-
lords of some hat, million &flats in legal foes. Both
sides are closisty watching a major suit in whith a lower
court said parts of the law might be unconstttutional.
The decision came a month before the election, and the
Renters Rights slate thinks their promise to defend the
law strongly sw-tled their margin. Other observers think
that the hope the law will be struck down has kept the
Santa Monica housing market trom collapsing.

Ir the meantime, the housing industry fears that
radicals now havd a program that can win the support of
any electorate comprised mainly of renters. They've
gone to state and federal levels to try to forestall it. But
Mayor Goldway isn't worried by a current U.S. Senate
drive to suspend federal housing aid to communities
with rent control. 'The total heip for 1980-81 in the city
from the federal government is $n mlItlon, she seya.
"We have a UCLA (University of California at Los M.
gales) estimate that tenants saved in ono year of rent
control approximatety 854 million. There is no way that
federal programs can have leverage an us."

The Santa Monica experiment may wind up forcing
the "mom-and-pop" owners to sell out to anyone with
the cash reserves to wait out the !egal challenge.

The ironic resutt wvuld be that the policies of °eco-
nomic democracy" would bring about a further concert-
tration of Santa Monica property in the hands of spew-
lators and large corporations. But one can argue that
the experiment should be left alone, as long as local
voters want it, if only to be an example to the rest of the
country.
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SANTA MONICA'S LID ON RENTS2

James Ring Adam's editonal page article regard-
ing (Mel Santa Monica Rent Control Law (July 1) was
misleading regarding the 'plight" of the "mom and pope
landlords.

As a long-term resident/tenant of Santa Monica, I
have seen the rents escalate substantially in MCCAW of
the inflation rate due to a severe housing shortage
(which occurred before rent controls, not because of
rent controls). However, the landlords who are now in
an economic bind are all new owners who speculated
that further rampant inflation and rent increases would
bail them out of economically unsound investments in
apartment units that wire obviously money losers at the
price and terms at which they were purchased.

Poor Mr. Malosavgevic appears to be one of those
buyers who knew what the cash flow loss was when he
purchased his building and hoped that he could raise
rents further to cover his losses; he could not do so due
to the passe% of rent control.

Most of the long-term "mom and pop" owners of
units in Santa Monica are doing quite well, based on al-
lowed annual rent increases of 614-7% and their older
mongages, which were made at more economically
sound purchase terms. Only the recent speculators ap-
pear to be the ones suffering. And, of course, specula-
tion should, and in the case of Santa Monica did, email
substantial hsks.

If the political winds of Santa Monica have turned
against the landlords, it is onty because the tenants had
no other recourse against the pressures of unbearable
rep* raises. The rent control law, though possibly unfair
to landlords on an economic basis, may have avoided a
far worse sort of potitical situation when many tenants
would have been evicted wtth no place to go.

Man M. Mannheim
Beverly Hills, Calif.

2 From lattsts to du Editors.' The wai Stott Journai. July 9. 1961.
Regated wi pormissoon at The WO Strew Jowl& ID 19641 Dow
Jones Company, Inc. AN tights reserved.
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REAL ESTATE March 21, 1984

Land loth's Uriusual Response
To. Rent Controls Stirs fight

.
By Roaarr ousmirlia

;mil Reperterof Tau W AAA. Sragwe Jou 'mu.
,

IN SANTA MONICA, Calif., the struggle over the city's rent con-
trols has taken a novel twist. A landlord there wants to demol .

ish his fully-tenanted, six-unit apartment building rather than
continue to opcate under rent controls. But the city is refusing

to allow him to tear the building down.
Jerome Nash, the landlord, contends he has the constitutional

right to dispose of his property as he sees fit, even if it means going

out of businest. The city's rent-control board
says the city's interest in preserving its rental
housing supercedes that right. The case is ex
pected to be decided soon by the California Su
preme Court, following two lower-court rulings
in Mr. .Nash's favor.

If it seems a bit extreme for someone to
tear down a perfectly good building to avoid
rent controls, Mr. Nash counters that the city, in effect, is taking his

property without reimbursement. .

Why not sell the building? "That's the city's point, but the city
can't force him to sell," says Mitchell Ezer, Mr. Nash's attorney.
"He doesn't want to because of the depressed value that's caused by
rent controls..The issue is whether he has the right to go out of busi-
ness." 1

IN 1976, Iccording to the rent-control board, Mr. Nash, then a
UCLA student, bought the apartment building for $260,000 with

a $65,000 downpayment. A year later Santa Monica adopted rent
controls. At the time Mr. Nabh bought it, the annual rental in-

come for the building was $22,620; the city says it's now $29,152 a

year.
In a declaration to the court, Mr. Nash stated that his intent is

to "evict the group of ingrates that inhabit my units, tear down the
building and hold on" to the land until a buyer is found. Despite the
reference to his tenants as ingrates, Nr. Nash says he isn't being
spiteful or mean-spirited in the dispute. "Absolutely not," he in-
sists.

Indeed, clearing the parcel may make the property rrore sal-
able than attempting to sell the building as a rental proper.y, Santa
Monica's rent-control law doesn't permit rent adjustments reflecting
a new owner's purchase price or debt, nor can the rent be raised
when a tenant moves out.

But with a cleared parcel, someone could build and sell condo-
minium apartments at a greater profit than if the old building sold
as a rental. If that's what Mr. Nash has In mind, he isn't saying.

MST crrif
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EPISODE IX

Introduces students to the factors which led to the successftl
establishment of the visitor industry in Hawai'i.

OBJECTIVES

After reading this episode, students should be able to:

1. Cite at least three reasons for the success of the visitor
industry since WOrld War II.

2. Specify tourism as largest indLstry in Hawai'i.

ANSWERS TO EPISODE IX QUESTIONS

1. Reasons why the visitor industry began to flourish after World
War II include:

- lower air fares fram the mainland
- shorter travel times to Hawai'i
- rising consumer incames on the U.S. mainland (and Japan)
- more vacation time for U.S. (and Japanese) workers, and
- effective promotion of the Hawai'i visitor industry on the
U.S. mainland and elsewhere.

2. In 1985 apprawimately 4.8 million tourists came to Hawai'i.
Approximately 24% of these (1,175,500) were from the Orient.

3. The first Aloha Day Parade -- during Aloha Week -- certainly
helped stimulate the visitor industry. Other annual events
that help attract visitors include the Bowl games (or national
TV), Lei Day, various University of Hawaii sporting events and
Yamehameha Day. Same of these events have been a part of
Hawal'i for a long time and were not originally planned to
attract visitors. Nevertheless, they now serve to help "sell"
Hawai'i to visitors.

4. Fewer tourists come to Hawai'i by ship nowadays because of
high prices and longer travel times than those for air
travel. Due to declining numbers of patrons, mcst shipping
companies have discontinued passenger service to Hawai'i.

5. The rise and decline in the number of visitors was due to the
affluence of the 1920's followed by the Great Depression which
began during the fall of 1929. After 1929 arrivals fell
dramatically. It is interesting to note, however, that
visitor arrivals began to increase relatively early -- in 1934.
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411 =MIMIC CONCEPTS: The three questions of production -- ViAT
PRODUCE, WM 713 PRODUCE, FOR WHIM TO PRODUCE.

How Hawai'i reallocated her resources fram war time to peacetime

is a good example of an economy answering the three questions of

economics. The first question of wHATID PRODUCE is determined by

consumers casting their dollar votes for what they want. Should an

area use its lahd resources to build hctels or to grew sugar? Should

time be ccnsumed to study for a test or to play a game? What have

market surveys shown as consumer tendencies?

The second question of HOW TO PRODUCE is determined by the most

efficient and least costly cambination of productive resources.

Should the hotel be built with more labor or with more machines

(capital)? Should a student type (capital) or write (labor) the term

paper.

The third question of FOR WHOM TO PRODUCE is determined by how

much the consumer has to spend and haw the producer decides to market

the product. Should the hotel be built as a luxury hotel or as a thur

group special? Should the government raise taxes, leaving people witn

less to spend?

Hawaii's leaders realized that the American public, with more
mcney to spend and more time for leisure, 'would be looking for

vacation sites and decided to produce a tourist industry. Hawaiian

leaders then =tined the productive resources in the most efficient

manner to produce this industry. Hotels were built in a
capital-intensivemanner, multi-storied on relatively small parcels of

land, a relatively expensive resource. The Hawaiian leaders had to
train their labor supply "to become hotel managers, tour guides,
entertainers, and accountants." The FOR WHOM question was answered by
advertising, by creating such events as the "Aloha Day Parade," and by

an increase in America's disposable inoame.

DEFINITIONS

Three questions of production -- What I How, and For wham to produce
a:..7e decided by the interaction of
consumer and producer in the
marketplace.

Disposable income -- Income left after taxes.

7



ACTIVITY A GRAMM 71:URIS4

Instructional Objectives: Following the lesson, the student will be
able to:

1. Interpret information given about Hawaii's tourist industry.
2. Plot a graph, given numbers and a time scale.
3, Amswer general questions about the various trends in tourism.

Procedures:
\

1. Distribute the worksheet.
2. Give the students 15 minutes to do the graph.
3. Gc) over sane generalizations based on the shape of the graph,

"Tourist Industry".
4. Allow the students another 10 minutes to complete the answers.
5. Go over the answers with the class.

Acrivny B SCENARIO WRITING

Instructional Objectives: Following the lesson, the student will be
able to:

1. Write a scenario about Hawai'i in the year 2000.
2. General ze about some of the trends Hawaivi will be facing in

pl for the future.

Procedures:

1. Divide the students into groups. Introduce the idea of
scenario writing, how thenrrmist project themselves imto the
future by taking present trends anad deciding how they will
impact the future.

2. Do not let the student go off free without any guide
questions. Same suggested areas to inspect are:

a. What will be the major industries in the year 2000? Will
tourism still be number one? Will agriculture be a major
contributor to the economy?

b. What kinds of jobs do you expect in the future? Will they
mainly be service-oriented? Will there be more
entry-leve) type jobs in Hawai'i? Will Hawai'i have to
send her more gifted and trained citizens overseas?
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c. What will our educational system be liks in the year
2000? Will more or less schooling be needed to be
competitive in the job markle?

d. What will the family structure be like in the year 2000?
Will there be more extended families living together in
ohana-type houses?

e. Will people be able to afford their own houses? Will
people live in apartments in congested urban settings?

f. Will there be more multi-income families in Hawai'i with
even children having to work?

g. What will our transportation system be like in the year
2000? Will there be more cars or amass transit system?
Will there be any legislation lmiting the number of cars

in Hawai'i?

h. What will the wality of life be like in the year 2000?
Will there be enough space for people? Will there be
enough recreational facilities for al l?

i. If Hawaii is to remain a tairist center, what will she
need to be ccopetitive?

3. After the students have done their tasks, have them present
their reports tz the class.

4. After same discussion, have the tadents read articles on
planning and projecting. They are "Supersonic jet age could
isolate Isles, economist predicts" and "Sand Island Convention
Centero.

5. Now conclude by having the students compare their reports with
those of the two articles or any other articles you may have.

ACTIVITY C BURYING AL TIME CAPSULE

Instructional Objectives: Following this lesson, the student will be
able to:

1. List items that would represent the time to a future
generation.

2. Generalize as to what the present means to her/his generation.
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Prooedures:

1. Divide the students into groups and place them in the
situation of planning items to be placed in a time capsule.

2. Rather than have them go about this task freely (urless
stments are capable of such freedom), give the students a
list to work from. This list should ask for representative
articles from the following:

a. magazines, newspapers, periodicals
ID. tapes, video as well as audio
C4 any fads like yo-yos and skateboards
d. items of clothing
e. items of jewelry, including watches
f. school iterbs like books, buttons, pennants
gf. any pictures of items typical of the time like popular cars
h. any other items they would like to include

3. Have the students share their lists. Repeatedly ask them why
they chose those items. After that, have the students
genrealize as to the answers they chose. Answers should be
like: "These items represent our generation" and "These would
be good clues in trying to figure us out."
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'11SURIST INEXISMY

Graph the following numbers to see the growth of the tourist
industry.

YEAR NO. TCURISTS
1964 563,925
1966 835,456

1968 1,314.571
1970 1,746,970
1972 2,244,377
1974 2,786.489
1976 3,220,151
1978 3,670.309
1980 3,934.504
1981 3,934.623
1982 4,242,925
1983 4,367.880
1984 4,865,580
1985 4,884,110
1986 5,606,980

1. Many predicted the death of tourism in
the early 1980's. Does the graph
support this prediction? EXplain.

2. How many years did it take to go from 2
million to 3 million? From 3 million to
4 million? Fram 4 to 5 million?

3. After examining the graph, what future
trends wculd you predict for tourism?
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TOURIST INDUSTRY

Graph the following numbers to see the growth of the tourist

17 '78 '80 '82 '84 '86
YEAR

industry.

YEAR Nl. TOURIST
1964 563,925
1966 835,456
1968 1,314,571
1970 1,746,970
1972 2,244,377
1974 2,786,489
1976 3,220,151
1976 3,670,309
1980 3,934,504
1981 3,934,623
1982 4,242,925
1983 4,367,880
1984 4,865,380
1985 4,884,110
1986 5,606,980

1. Many predicted the death of tourism in
the early 1980's. Does the graph
support this prediction? Explain. (Yes,
the graph supports this. 1980 & 1981
figures show a growth of only 119.)

2 How many years did it take to go from 2
million to 3 million? From 3 million to
4 million? From 4 to 5 million? (It

took 5 years to go from 2 to 3 million;
it took 8 years to go to 4 million; it
took 5 years to reach 5 million.)

3. After examining the graph, what future
trerxl would you predict for tourism?
('rourism should increase, but at what
rate remains a question.)
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Supersonic jet age
could isolate Isles,
economist predicts

Supersonic jet travel could
cut off Hawaii from world com-
merce, leaving the state a dec-
ade herice with "a backwater
ecOnomy . . . totally dependent
on tourism and the military,"
Bank of Hawaii economist
David Ramsour'said yesterday.

Already, a slow-growth trend
has taken hold, he said, noting
that over t.he past 15 years Ha-
waii's inflation-adjusted income
per capita has risen barely 0.5
percent annually compared
with more than 5 percent in
the preceding 10 years.

Meanwhile, the Legislature,
in trying to make up for the
flatness in tax revenues that a
slow-growth, low-inflation
economy implies, will be tempt-
ed "to turn to gimmicks that
appear to make revenue raising
painless."

A current example, Ramsour
said, is the pending proposal for
a state lottery, which he at-
tacked as "nothing less than a
regressive tax . . . that tricks
the least able Mto paying a tax
that they otherwise would not

perhaps could not have
chosen to pay."

Meanwhile, too, because
costs-of-living here will remain
high. Hawaii families likely will
press to make sure every adult
member pulls in some income,
he said. That would produce
growth in the ' underground
economy," in which income
goes unreported for taxing pur-
poses. And "serious implica-
tions" would arise ... "for
society and cnminal patterns."

These sobering scerarios
were contained in prepared re-
marks to the Hawaii Police
Commissioners' conference yes-
terday at the Ala Moana
.A.mencana Hotel.

David Ramsour
. Warns of overflights

In his jet travel warning,
Ramsour said he expects that
within the next decade "we
will have the capacity to fly (in
suborbital craft) from New
York to Sydney in an hour.

"If we are concerned about
Hawaii being overflown today,
we should be even more won-
dering about our relative isola-
tion in 1995 or 1998."

Hawaii's role as a commercial
crossroads, already in decline
by Ramsour's reading, is likely
to slip even faster, "not despite
but because of" rising Mainland
interest in Asian markets. he
said. "Mainland corporations
and population centers will at-
tempt to learn to handle their
Asian affairs by themselves."

Already many state and
county delegations are going T.o
Asia "without calling on any
unicpie knowledge that Hawaii's
population is supposed to pos.

.tess," he said.

(Source: Honolulu Advertiser, March 7, 1986 )
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Sand Isle convention center
About 30 years ago I wrote

letters advocating the construc .
tion of a freeway from the air.
port to Waikiki via Sand bland.
Fort Armstrong and AL Moans
Boulevard, the latter to Ire (low
ble decked. I abo advocated that
the state get rid of the 300 or so
acres of war surplus and junk
that infested Sand Island be-
cause the state did not honor
the "highest and best use"
principle of land management
lien was a parcel of land almost
as latge as Waikiki, almost as
beautifully situated as Wont
certainly worth at least 75 to SO
percent as much as Waikiki
being rented out as a junk yard.
About 3C0 acres itill is.

As a Realtor l let my mind
worry about the problem and
came up with the idea that the
state stiould develop a Pacific
Rim Exhibition Center with all
the member states being invited
to lease sites. including space for
gift shops, nstaunnts, etc., for
this purpose. With the Bishop
Museum larticipating, it would
be a terrific tourist destination.

But now add the proposed
convention center to the middle
of this complex and you have a
sure winner. Put it in Fort De.
Russy or the golf course and you
make a lot of people mad, do
not derive any revenue that it
will generate for the surround.
ing areas, except posibly
through taxes, and add confu-
sion to the streets of Waikiki

There are many other benefits
to the Sand Island location Lei
me discuss a few:

The freeway would cros the
sea plane area Kalthi Bay, per-
haps) on a causeway, leaping
over the Snug Harbor and sec-
ond entrance to Honoluli Har-
bor on a double, high arch steel
bridge. it should be a lacy, airy
steel bridge that will give the
first.time visitors a thrilling
view. This freeway will get the
visitors to Waikiki from the air .
port in 10 minutes.

The added revenues from the
greatly enhanced location would
belp defray and retire the bond
issue needed to finance this ven.
ture.

The route would be entirely
over publicly owned land. No
acquisition costs, no expensive
condemnations.

The project would disturb no
one except the present tenants,
until you got to the pont of
double decking Ala Moans
Boulevard. All the rest would be.....

away from traffic lanes except
one into Sand Island Park and
that could be re-routed along the
Coast Guard station, whose ac-
cess would be under the descent
from the channel bridge.

With careful planning and
judicious bid procedures, this
project could be le place by the
time of tbe America's Cup, but
if so, we've got to s_thp doing
things Hawaii style. FuU speed
ahead and damn the totpedoes.

'1'. W. KeitNey

(Source: Star Bulletin,
June 15, 1987)
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INANY CASE ASYVALL KNOW, 50MEIMAI6 HAPPENED IN 1778 THAr POT THE WAY Of
LIFE OF ANarivr IlAwew FpnevER OW; OF REACH
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EPISODE I

The Hawaiian Islands are situated centrally in the Pacific Ccean

at the northern edge of the tropics. They were created from lava

oozing out on the ocean floor and then emerging above the sea.

There are eight main islands: Ni'ihau (72 square miles), Eaua'i

(555), O'ahu (604), Moloka'i (260), Mhui (728), tana'i (141),

Kaho'olawe (45) and Hawai'i (4,030). The total land mass is about the

size of the state of New Jersey. O'ahu, the third largest, is

presently the mcst populous with over 80 percent of the total

pcpulation.

The Islands are very distant from other land masses in the

The Pacific Coast of the United States is over 2,000 miles

distant, Tahiti, Samoa, and Fiji are between 2,300 and 2,800 miles

away. About 3,500 miles of ocean stretches between Hawai'i and

Japan. Australia is about 4,500 miles away. Both China and the

Philippines are nearly 5,000 miles away.

One migration theory suggests that the first Hawaiians were

Polynesians who came to the Islands beginning in A.D. 124; voyages

continued until the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. Early

migrants came fram the Marquesas Islands, while later migrants

probably came from Tahiti. The voyagers navigated their canoes across

thousands of miles of ocean without the benefit of maps or compasses.

Celestial navigation provided direction.
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These early voyagers brought with them a ntmtber of useful plants and

animals such as taro, the Hawaiian staff of life from which poi is

made, sugar cane, meet potatoes, bananas, pigs, chickens, and dogs.

Until Captain James Cook's arrival in 1778, there was no significant

contact between the Hawaiians and the outside world,

EPISODE I QUESTIONS

1. Approximately how many people lived in Hawaiq before the arrival
of Captain Cook? What is the population of Hawai'i today?

2. What is the difference between a moku and an ahupua'a? Which is
larger?

3. What kinds of things did the ancient Hawaiians produce with their
resources?

4. Who did most of the work in ancient Hawai'i?

5. Why do you think moist ahupua'a ran from the mountains to the
sea? Why weren't same laid out along the shore with other
ahupua'a located inland?

6. In ancient Hawai,i, the ali'i collected taxes from the
makardinana (commoners) in the form of goods. What do you think
the maka'ainana received in return for these tax payments? What
kinds of things do the people of Hawai'i reoeive in return for
tax payments today?

7. Did the maka'ainana in ancient Hawai'i "own" the land they lived
on? Did the ancient Hawaiian fisherman "own" the fish that he
caught? Did the farmer "own" the taro that he grew? Explain.
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EPISOIE II

As you already know from reading Episode I, almost every ahupua'a

in ancient Hawai'i was self-sufficient. Exchange among people who

lived within an ahupua'a was more like what we today would call

"sharing".

Trade between differ9nt ahupua'a and even between islands,

however, was not uncommon among Hawaiians before Captain Cook's

arrival. Because of differences in local weather conditions, and also

due in part to the development of special skills, various areas in the

Islands became known for certain coomodities.

Ni'ihau, for example, was small and dry and thus had no %mod to

make canoes. But it acquired the needed wood by trading its fine

makaloa mats and yams which it grew in abundance.

Frequent trade was carried on between O'ahu and Kauaq. The

people of O'ahu excelled in the making of kapa (cloth) while Kaua'i

residents were proficient in making canoes, paddles, and spears.

In Hawai'i, the largest island, regular market fairs were held on

the banks of the Wailuku River near Hilo. People from various parts

of the 1 and brought their goods to exhibit. When it appeared that

an agreement between two traders was about to be reached, the two

parties were brought to a broad rock in themiddle of the road in the

middle of the stream where an inspector would then oversee the exchange
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and settle disputes. In turn, the inspector received a commission

from each transaction.

Trading in ancient Hawai'i was mainly by barter. No commodity

had yet attained the status of "money". The closest thing that came

to be accepted as a medium of exchange was probably dried fish,

because it was not very perishable and was fairly uniform in quality.

When Captain COok arrived in Hawai'il things changed. Cook

found that the Hawaiians were glad to give the haole sailors things

like pigs, taro and sweet potatoes in exchange for nails. Nails had

become a medium of exchange. Nails were the cadh with which Cook and

his men purchased things from the Hawaiians.

These nails were good only between the Hawaiians and their

foreign visitors. Once a nail got into Hawaiian hands, it was

confiscated by the ruling chiefs. Nails were not used as money within

the Hawaiian community, just between cultures.
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EPISODE II cppornoNs

1. When did Captain Cook "discover" Hawai'i?

2. Why were the ancient Hawaiians so anxious to get iron from
Captain Cook and his men?

3. When Captain Cook first came to Fealakekua, the Hawaiians were
willing to give two pigs in exchange for one nail. In less than
three weeks, this situation changed. EXplain, in terms of supply
and demand, what happened to the terms of trad..1 between iron and
food.

4. It has been said that the ancient Hawaiians believed that Captain
Cook was the god Lono. Why do you think the ancient Hawaiians
might have believed this?

5. How did Captain Cook's arrival affect the economy of ancient
Hawai'i?
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WHEN WORD oF CAPTAIN COOK'S DISCOVERY OF 114E HAWAIM
ISLANDSREACHED AMERICA MD EURoPE, FOREIGN SHIPS BEGAN
STOPPING IN WAw.41IAM PORTS.
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BUYING Ptil?S FROM THE AMENCAN INDIANS IN THE PAC/P/C AfoRTHWEST
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THE SANDALWOOD TRADE WAS EVEN
MORE PROFITABLEVAN PROVIDING
THE SINPS Wow FOOD.
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WHILE KAMEHAMEHA THE 6ROT WAS
ALIVE ,TH0/65 WEREN'T Too 8A0. AS KIA/6,
NE HADA ROYAL MONOPOLY CAI THE ENTIRE
SANDALWooDTRADE, AS A CONSERVATION
MEASURE pa PLAUXA MPUONTHENAIIIRTREES

AFTtit DIED IN1819 HOWEVER,
HIS SON Z11101/HO PERMITTED
OTHER CHIEFS To SHARE bV THE
SANDALWOOD TRADE, MAW
4001(61) AT ME SANDAL.WoOD
AND SAIv GWVS, SILKS, SNIPS
Am) Lon OF NAME GOODS,

BEFORE THE hellait TRADERS CAME,7I/4
ALI/ COULD TAkE FROA4 as ONLY Tilose
GOODS 71147 WE PRODUCED.7;9777-
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BUT tIoW ,THEY EXPECTED MORE EMTME VAIAGES WIRE
()Fla SENT INTO ME MOUNTAINS ToCUT DOM/ SANDALWOOD TREES
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EPISODE III

Following Captain Cook's visit, the Islands were not visited

again by foreigners for another seven years. The publication of

Cook's Voyages in 1784 paaced Hawai'i on the maps of navigators and

explorers. Soon, Hawai'i became an impk,zant supply and refreshment

base for ships crossing the Pacific. The first to discover this "fair

haven" were the fur traders, engaged in trading furs and sea otter

skins from the Northwest Coast for Chinese. goods. Then dhips from

many western nations put in at Hawai'i's Dorts.

In addition to obtaining fresh provisions such as pigs, fowls,

yams, fruits, vegetables, water, and firewood, foreign ships could

also recruit Hawaiian seamen and refresh scurvy-ridden crew. In

return, Hawaiians received iron, utensils, guns and ammunition and

tools such as chisels, knives, and axes.

By 1810, the fur trade had merged into a new trade -- sandalwood

-- which was discovered in Hawai'i by ship captains. China demanded

sandalwood to make into incense and burn in the temples. The peak of

this trade was between 1316 and 1824; by the early 1840s the

sandalwood era had come to an end. Both the fur trade and the

sandalwood trade were victims of depletion of supply.
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Trade with the outside world greatly affected the culture and

ecommy of Hawai'i. Foreigners brought new plants and animals to

Hawai'il among them were melons, pumpkins, onions, Irish potatoes,

cabbage, Indian corn, horses, cattle, and sheep. Hawaiians,

especially the ali'il acquired new taste for foreign luxuries. A few

foreigners were even employed by thekim as advisors. The coming of

foreigners was also disastrous to native health. Cam= western

illnesses such as measles, common colds, and influenza were often

fatal to natives, and contributed to a rapid decline of the Hawaiian

population. Between 1778 and 18231 the native population of Hawai'i

had declined by more than one-half.

EPISODE III =MONS

1. Why did foreign ships begin stopping in Hawai'i in the early
1800s? List at lea3t three things that foreign ships may have
been seeking in Hawai'i.

2. Why did EUropean sailors give the Hawaiians seeds for corn,
cabbage, and other "haole" fruits and vegetables? Were the
"haoles" just being generous?

3. Why was sandalwood so valuable in the 19th century? What was it
used for?

4. The "cost" of something is whatever a person or a society gives
up in order to have it. What did the sandalwood trhde "cost" the
early Hawaiians? What were the benefits of the sandalwood trade
to the early Hawaiians?
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EPISODE IV

Until the mida1.4 of the nincnth century, men hunted whales

vainly for their oil. &1St of the oil was used for making candles and

lighting lamps.

The first whaling in the Pacific began around 1790. The real

flood of whaling ships did not descend upon the Hawaiian Islands until

around the 1820s when news spread of the discovery of rich sperm whale

grounds off the coast of Japan, which was then 40 days' sail fram

Hawai'i. Ai_sr 1840, with diminishing returns fram the Japan and

Yellow Seas, new whaling grounds were discovered further north off the

northwest coast and later in the Arctic Ocean about a month's sail

frau the Islands. Hawai'il being centrally located in these Pacific

whaling grounds, was an ideal location for whalers to stop to repair

their ships and to restock their provisions, especially during the

winter months which brought stormy weather to the northern waters.

Lahaina, on Maui, was a popular anchorage because Lahaina Bay was such

a large and sheltered body of water that it could accommodate hundreds

of ships at one time.

The period of prosperity for whaling lasted until around 1860.

The whaling trade declined rapidly after the American Civil War due to

the growing scarcity of whales. At its peak, more than 500 whaling

ships stopped in Hawai'i in a year. In 1880, only 16 whalers arrived

in the Islands.
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The whaling trade had a number of important effects. It gave

continued encouragement to diversified farming after the decline of

fur and sandalwood trades. Perhaps, more significantly, it

contributed to the dilution of native Hawaiian culture, particularly

around the seaports such as Honolulu, Lahaina, and Hilo where natives

mingled with large numbers of visiting sailors and same permanent

derelict seamen and were exposed to foreign ways.

EPISODE IV QUESTIONS

1. It is reported that many Hawaiians signed on for duty on American

and European whaling sl Lps in the 1800s. Why do you think these

Hawaiians wanted to go to sea on "haole" ships?

2. How did the whaling trade affect the economy of Hawai'i? What

kinds of businesses were encouraged by the whaling trade?

3. What was the main reason for the decline of the whaling trade

after 1860?

4. How did the whaling trade affect Hawaiian culture? Do you think

these effects were good or bad? EXplain your reasons.
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EPISODE V

At the time of Captain Cook's arrival in Hawai'i, the Islands

le still independent. Society was feudal in structure. That is to

say, the chieftain (ali'i nui) of eadh island was the acknowledged

king and the lord and proprietor of the land. All persons held land

at his discretion and upon payment of taxes. The ali'i nui gave

rights to hold mcku and ahupua'a to lesser chiefs who in turn

distributed rights over smaller jurisdictions to those of lower rank,*

an ultimately down to the individual kuleana, which were small plots

of land held by maka'iinana (commoners).

TOday, when someone dies, their property, including any land they

may own, nay be passed on to friends or relatives. In ancient

Hawai'i, no one held hereditary rights to land. Even for the ali'i,

upon death, their lands reverted to the king, and were often

redistributed to others. When Famehameha I united all the Islands by

conquest at the beginning of the 19th century, he distributed the

subject lands to his friends and followers. Over time, a system

consisting of automatic succession, similar to today's system

evolved. This meant land passed from a tenant to a designated

successor. A tenant did not secure fee simple (ownership) title.
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Not long after the haoles came, there WaS much agitation for

major land reform to allow fee simple ownership of land. It was

argued that fee simple ownerdhip would encourage the in-flow of mudh

needed capital into Hawai'i, and would also encourage native

productivity because no longer would anyone fear arbitrary

dispossession. Concern was expressed that foreigners would take over

the country if they also were given right to own land in fee simple.

In 1850, foreigners were also given the right to own land in fee.

A sequence of events led to the Great Nghele (Great Divide) in

1848 which gave natives the right to file for fee simple title to the

lands which they occupied and cultivated. For the first time in

history, the common man owned part of the land. However, the

Hawaiians did not know very much about the law, andmany of them did

not bother to sign the legal papers that would make the land theirs.

Most of those who did sign the papers sold their land to haoles. The

hacaes knew that they could make great profits from the land. The

Hawaiians, on the other hand, did not fully understand the concept of

private property.

Thus the Great 115hae, which was suppose to make it possible for

the Hawaiians to own part of the land, simply transferred much of the

land from the king to the haoles. Few Hawaiians really benefitted.
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TAME

Under the Gleat Mahele, the land was divided approxinetely as follows:

ACRES

Crown lands reserved for the king's use 984,000

Lands granted to the chiefs 1,619,000

Gcvernment lands, as distinct from crown lands 1.495,000

Lands granted to commoners 28,000

4,126,000

EPISODE V QUESTIONS

1. What was the Great Nghe1e? aplain briefly in your own words.

2. Under the Nahe1e, who received most the land?

3. %tat happened to most of the land that was originally given to

the makal-ainana (commoners)?

4. Do you think the Great M5hele ues good for Hawai,i? Why or why

not?
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EFTSODE VI

Sugar cane was growing in Hawai'i long before captain Cook's

arrival. The first attempt to cultivate (Jane is credited to a Chinese

man who came to tana'i in 1802. This enterprise was not a commercial

success and he returned to China the following year. Thereafter, there

were limited attempts to produce sugar, although none of these

ventures was of commercial importance.

The first commercial sugar plantation was that of Ladd and

Company, founded at Kam, Eauaq, in 1835. Technical problems in

production and difficulties in finding a ready market posed

significant obstacles to maintaining production and to providing

sufficient incentives for expansion.

The major impetus for expansion came with the American Civil War

(1861-1865) %ben the Northern hlockade of Southern ports cut off the

supoly of Louisiana sugar. This resulted in skyrocketing sugar

prices. Although priztz declined following the War, the sugar

industry of Hawai'i had already survived its infancy. Partly due to

the stimulus of the Reciprocity Treaty (1876) which allowed Hawaiian

sugar to be imported into the U.S. duty free, and partly due th

continuing technological
breakthroughs in production, the industry

expanded rapidly until around 1930. Thereafter, until 1974, the

industry was nurtured under the protection of the U.S. Sugar Act which

limited foreign imports of sugar into the U.S. and g*aranteed a market

for Hawaiian sugar.

I \
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The early entrepreneurs* faced a number of difficult economic

problems. Tb meet a rising demand for sugar, land, cap.ital, and labor

had to be secured. There was a constant search for suitable land for

cultivation which pushed the margin of cultivation into lands largely

unoccupied before. Capital, initially, was diverted from enterprises

which were declining with the passing of whaling. The major part of

the capital for expansion until the turn of the century came from

foreign sources and much later from reinvested profits.

Perhaps the most difficult problem mcountered was the scarcity

of labor. By 1860, the native population had declined to less than

85,000, hence labor had to be recruited from elsewhere. The first

large group of foreign lab.prers came to Hawai'i from China in 1852.

From the 1860s on, workers were recruited frmnimny areas of the

world. The most numerous among these were the Chinese, Japanese,

Portugese, and Filipinos.

Mbst of the immigrant workers came as indentured contract

workers, offering their labor services for a few years in exchange for

transportation, wages, roam and board, and health care services. At

the end of their contracts, some returned to their home country, but a

large number of them stayed to make Hawai'i their permanent home.

*Note: An "entrepreneur" is person who organizes a business who
undertakes a risk for the sake of profit.
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In his recent book*, Professor Beechert noted that the conditions

for agricultural workers in Hawai'i were equal to or better than those

of agricultural workers elsewhere in the U.S. or in other

sugar-growing areas. However, there were frequent complaints by

workers of ill-treatment or inadequate wages. The labor unrest often

led to labor disturbances and unrest.

TWo important political events occurred during the early period

of the sugar industry. The Hawaiian monarchy was overthrown in 1893

and replaced by a Republic. Shortly thereafter, in 1898, Hawai'i was

annexed by the United States and became a U.S. Territory, ending the

era of the indenture system in Hawai'i. The years after annexation

saw the rise of organized labor strikes on the sugar plantations and

the introduction of labor unions to Hawai'i's labor market.

The sugar industry in Hawai'i is a declining Lndustry today

despite protection from the U.S. Government which restricts the

importation of sugar produced in low-cost foreign countries thereby

keeping domestic sugar prices high. Political pressure from various

groups against the U.S. Government support for high domestic sugar

prices plus declining demand for sugar consumption in the U.S. have

made it increasingly difficult to keep marginal sugar producers in

business. The recent annoulcement (1987) of the intent to close the

* Edward D. Beechert, Working in Hawaiit_A Labor History (Honolulu;

University of Hawaii Press, 1985), p. 123.

-L g
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Waialua Sugar Company on O'ahu is the latest event in a series of

major closures of sugar plantations in Hawai'i since the mdd-1970s.

The major challenge before the sugar companies is to seek

alternative economic u9as for their sugar cane land.

J..

EPISODE VI (=MONS

What were some of the prcblens that the early sugar growers had
to overcome before sugar became a profitable industry?

2. Name some of the countries frau which the sugar industry
recruited workers in the 19th oentury. Which foreign country
supplied most of the immigrant labor during this period?

3. How did the American Civil War affect the Hawaiian sugar industry?

4. Why was the Reciprocity Treaty of 1876 important for the Hawaiian
sugar industry?

The following questicms relate to the table entitled "Cane Sugar:
Producttan in Hawai'i, located on the next page.

5. Ir what year did the total sugar production in Hawai'i first
exceed one mdllion tons?

6. In which three years did Hawai' i produce the most sugar?

7. In which three years, since 1936, did Hawai'i produced the least
sugar? Can you think of same reasons as to why sugar production
was low in these particular years?

8. What has happened to the =ter of acres allocated to the growing
of sagar cane since 1969?
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CANE SUGAR: PRCOUCTION IN NAWAIII

Production Year Total

(Beginning cane land Tens of

Oct. 1st, Ending area Sugar Produced

Sept. 30th) (Acres)

1908-1909 201,641 545,738

1909-1910 209,469 529,940

1910-1911 214,312 582,196

1911-1912 216,345 607,863

1912-1913 215,741 556,654

1913-1914 217,470 624,165

1914-1915 239,800 650,970

1915-1916 246,332 596,703

1916-1917 247,476 654,388

1917-1918 246,813 582,192

1918-1919 239,844 607,174

1919-1920 247,838 560,379

1920-1921 236,510 546,273

1921-1922 . . 228,519 618,457

1922-1923 235,134 554,199

1923-1924 231,862 715,918

1924-1925 240,597 781,000

1925-1926 237,774 804,644

1926-1927 234,809 831,648

1927-1928 240,769 920,887

1928-1929 239,858 925,140

1929-1930 242,761 939,287

1930-1931 251,533 1,018,047

1931-1932 251,876 1,057,303

1932-1933 254,563 1,063,605

1933 (Oct. 1-Dec. 31) 127,317

1934* 252,237 959,337

1935 246,491 986,849

1936 245,891 1,042,316

1937 240,833 944,382

1938 238,302 941,293

1939 235,227 994,173

1940 235,110 976,677

1941 238,111 947,190

1942 225,199 870,099

1943 220,928 885,640

1944 216,072 874,947

1945 211,331 821,216

1946 208,376 650,073

1947 211,624 872,187

1948 206,550 1135,107

1949 213,354 955,890

1950 220,323 960,961

1951 221,212 995,759

1952 221,990 1,020,450

Continued on next page
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Production Year Total

(Beginning cane land Tons of

Oct. 1st, Ending area Sugar Produced

Sept. 30th) (Ac'91)

1953 221,542 1,099,316

1954 220,138 1,077,347

1955 218,819 1,140,112

1956 220,606 1,099,543

1957 221,336 1,084,646

1958 221,683 764,953

1959 222,588 974,632

1960 224,617 935,744

1961 227,027 1,092,481

1962 228,926 1,120,011

1963 231,321 1,100,768

1964 233,145 1,178,770

1965 235,576 1,217,667

1966 237,499 1,234,121

1967 239,813 1,191,042

1968 242,476 1,232,182

1969 242,216 1,182,41!

1970 238,997 1,162,071

1971 232,278 1,229,976

1972 229,611 1,118,883

1973 226,580 1,128,529

1974. . 224,227 1,040,742

1975 221,426 1,107,199

1976 221,551 1,050,457

1977 220,729 1,033,739

1978 220,697 1,071,933

1979 218,773 1,059,737

1980 217,718 1,023,232

1981 216,099 1,047,541

1982 204,749 982,913

1983 194,258 1,044,204

1984 188,396 1,061,814

1985 187,858 1,012,249

*Beginning in 1934, data are by calendar year.

Source: Hawaiian Sugar Manual -- 1985186. A Handbook of Statistical

Information. Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association. pp. 10-11.
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EPISODE VII

Little is known about when pir...apple was first introduced to

Hawai'i. Same peqple think that early whalers might have brought them

to these Islands.

In the 1880s, a few whj,te settlers thought that they night be

able to develop a commercial market for pineapple. Thus, the first

company of importance was organized in 1891 on lands near Pearl

Harbor, Honolulu. Others sprang up shortly near Wahiawai.

These early ventures met with little success. One of the major

obstacles to success was the presence of a high duty o imports into

the U.S. That is to say, high tariffs had to be paid on Hawaiian

pineapple during the time before Hawai'i became a U.S. Territory.

This obstacle was finally cleared by Annexation in 1898.

Thus, beginning with the turn of the twentieth century, a number

of entrepreneurs took up pineapple farming near Wahiawa. Among them

was a young man from Boston, Massachusetts, by the name of James Dole

who in 1901 organized the Hawaiian Pineapple Company -- presently

known as the Dole Pineapple Company -- with 1 total investment of

S15,440 subscribod by friends and relativeE.

In his first year, James Dole had 16 employees, including

himself. He paanted 75,000 pineapple plants in 12 acres of land at

Wahiallia. In those days, pineapple had to be canned, because fresh
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pineapple would spoil if transported by sea over great distances. So,

James Dole raised additional money on the U.S. mainland and built a

tiny frame cannery which used hand-operated equipment and hand-made

cans. His first pack in 1903 was 1,893 cases. In the next year, the

pack rose to 8,820 cases; the following year, 25,022 cases. The

industry was on its way.

Other entrepreneurs got into the business as well. By the

mid-1950s, when pdneapple production reached its peak, the annual pack

of canned pineapple and juice averaged nearly 30 million cases.

Since then, the industry in Hawai'i has exper:anced significant

decline primarily due to increased foreign competition from such areas

as the Philippines and Taiwan.

The local industry responded to the campetition by producing less

canned pimapple and selling more fresh pdneapple fruit on the

mainland where foreign producers have a less competitive advantage.
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EProODE VII QUESTDONS

1. Cite at Jeastt21.nmpr6blems faced by the pdneapple industry in

its early years.

2. Ifrom the list of problette ycA.1 cumpiled in question #1, describe

hov pint.421e grower% overcame each problem.

3. ,a1" do you 'ziltnk thc, 'invention of the Ginaca machine did for the

%).J.nwpple

,:liblvy.tron .!A:Jortant event for the Hawaiian pineapple

irtry?

The next two questi mlate to the table entitled "Hawaiian
Pineapple Production", found on the next page.

5. In what year, since 1935, was the greatest quantity of pineapple

and pineapple juice produced?

6. Wbat has been happening to total production of Hawaiian pineapple

over the past ten years? How do you account for this trend?
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HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE PRODUCTICW

Pack Canned Canned Total
Ycar Pineapple Pineapple Pineapple

Fruit Juice and Juice

(actual cases) (actual cases) (actual cases)

1935-36. . . . . 11,428,246 4,086,930 15,515,176
1936-37 12,070,905 6,811,475 18,882,380
1937-38 12,598,839 7,161,918 19,760,757
1938-39 11,141,577 8,870,987 20,012,564
1939-40 12,923,553 8,555,896 21,479,449
1940-41 10,947,414 10,808,302 21,755,71f
1941-42 12,085,968 8,563,012 20,648,980
1942-43 11,942,955 9,574,037 21,516,992
1943-44 11,126,881 8,297,598 19,424,479
1944-45 10,164,219 7,957,424 18,12'i,643
1945-46 9,050,898 8,671,204 17,722,102
1946-47 10,236,886 8,206,789 18,443,675
1947-48 11,399,856 8,890,454 20,290,310
1948-49 13,696,908 10,816,682 24,513,590
1949-50 14,073,323 11,110,580 25,183,903
1950-51 15,097,960 12,353,602 27,451,562
1951-52 14,689,918 10,197,311 24,887,229
1952-53 16,915,343 12,561,151 29,476,494
1953-54 16,580,814 12,830,204 29,411,018
1954-55 16,399,368 13,014,189 29,413,557
1955-55 18,612,561 12,223,600 30,836,161
1956-57 17,991,805 12,795,403 30,787,208
1957-58 16,798,396 10,471,780 27,270,176
1958-59 17,676,613 12,454,426 30,131,039
1959-60 17,286,739 10,850,251 28,136,990
1960-61 18,461,912 11,573,952 30,035,864
1961-62 18,121,674 11,758,808 29,880,482
1962-63 18,457,107 11,*58,126 30,395,233
1963-64 17,644,797 11,149,792 28,794,589
1964-65 16,301,014 10,427,798 26,728,812
1965-66 17,833,405 11,881,038 29,714,443
1966-67 19,004,793 11,322,805 30,327,598
1967-68 17,001,665 10,794,417 27,796,082
1968-69 17,728,421 10,929,987 28,658,408
1969-70 16,970,762 11,813,634 28,784,396
1970-71 17,717,851 10,590,059 28,307,910
1971-72 17,961,000 11,004,137 28,965,137
1972-73 15,891,173 9,282,288 25,173,461
1973-74 14,042,485 8,469,606 22,512,091
1974-75 11,583,854 5,643,313 17,227,167
1975-76 12,142,000 6,173,000 18,315,000

Continued on next page
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Pack

Year

Canned

Pineapple

Fruit

(actual cases)

Canned

Pineapple

Juice

(actual cases)

Total

Pineapple

and Juice

1976-77 12,159,814 7,294,530 19,454,344

1977-78 12,482,000 8,403,000 20,885,000

1978-79 11,142,000 7,386,000 18,528,000

1979-80 10,930,000 7,699,000 18,629,000

1980-81 9,918,000 8,114,000 18,032,000

1981-82 9,759,000 7,097,000 17,756,000

Source: 1973 Pineapple Fact Book, Hawaili (Honolulu: The Pineapple Growers,

Association of Hawai,i, 1973), p. 18; Pineapple Growers, Association of Hawalli

Bulletin No. 1295, November 15, 1977; The State of Hawaisi Data Book 1986 p. 589.
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EPISODE VIII

The impact of World War II on Hawai'i was dramatic. In a brief

four years (1940-1944), the population of Hawai'i doubled as over

400,000 military personnel were stationed in Hawai'i. Hawai'i became

a military camp. Enormous strains were placed on the available

resourues in Hawai'i. Over night, Hawai'i had to redirect its

resources frau peace-time use to the war effort.

Some businesses totally converted to war tasks. For example the

entire tuna boat fleet owned by Hawaiian TUna Packers, Ltd. was

commissioned to patrol duty. Its yard performed repairs; its cannery

was converted to an assembly plant; and its warehouse was leased to

the Army.

Sugar and pineapple plantations too were affected by the war

effort because plantations loaned men and materials to the armed

forces and provided housing for troops. Despite an all-out government

urge to increase the production of sugar and pineapple, the number of

plantation laborers steadily declined and school children were

recruited t:.) work in the fields.

Shortages were evident everywhere. Housing was desperately

short. Many families crowded into a single house. Some lived in

garages or in shacks made of packing boxes. Some lived in the open.

Rents soared and in 1941 rent control was implemented.
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Because of huge military and civilian payrolls, demand for nearly

everything escalated. Severe limitations on supply occurred because

most available shipping capacity was directed to military use, and

price control over all commodities was implemented in 1942.

The lack of shipping raised concerns about food supply in

Hawai'i. Even before the War, Hawai'i had become increasingly

dependent on outside sources. Attempts were made to raise food on

plantations during the War, but were not successful. More successful

were the many individual plots in community gardens and home backyards

-- called Victory Gardens -- which produced impressIve quantities of

produce.

Gasoline and tires were rationed, making it difficult for people

to travel. Likewise, business deliveries were cyrtailed.

Al

In short, business was not as usual during the War. Nor was

business "as usual" after the War. America had learned a lesson about

the value of military preparedness fram Perri Harbor, and as part of

its international defense establishment Hawai'i became the cornerstone

of U.S. military might in the Pacific. Since World War II, defense

spending has grown to become the second largest industry in Hawai'i.
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EPISODE VIII QUESTIONS

1. What happened to the population of Hawai'i during World War II?

2. In the narrative portion of this episode, we mention that
"shortages were evident everywhere" during World War II. Explain
briefly, in terms of supply and demand, haw thest. shortages came
about.

3. Below are six fictitious newspaper headlines. In each case there
has been a change in supply or demand that has caused the price
to change. For each headline, specify whether the change in
price is due to a change in supply or a change in demand.

a. "Orchid Crop on Big Island Ruined by High Winds -- Orchid
Prices Soar"

b. "New Source of Bat Guano Found in Nu'uanu Cave -- Fertilizer
Prices Fall"

c. "Fire Sweeps Oregon and Washington -- Lumber Prices Skyrocket"

d. "Scientists Discover Link Between Manapua and Cancer--Manapua
Prices Down"

e. "Shipping Strike Cuts Off Hawai'i -- Prices for Most Goods GoLTO

f. "Population Boom Hits Hawai'i -- Land Prices Soar"
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EPISODE IX

The visitor industry is presently the largest single export

industry in Hawai'i. This is reflected by its remarkable growth sinoe

Hawai'i gained statehood in 1959. In that year, less than 250,000

visitors came to Hawai'i. In 1985, 4.9 million visitors from all over

the world visited these Islands, spending about $5 billion in

Hawai'i. The expenditures, directly and indirectly, account for

roughly one-third of our State'e total inoome and employment.

This remarkable history of growth was made possible in part by

rising consumer income, and in part by declining air fares and travel

times due to the introduction and extension of jet plane service since

1959.

This does not mean that there was no visitor industry before

statehood. As early as 1830, there were'a few rooming houses

accommodating visitors. In the 1860s, regular steamShip service began

between Hawaivi and the U.S. mainland an already there were

suggestions of the need for a first-class hotel. Since private

capital was lacking, the government built the first hotel, named "The

Hawaiian", in 1872 on the present site of the Armed Services YMCA in

downtomn Honolulu. In the next 25 years, a number of other hotels

followed, among these were the Alexander Young (1903), the Halekulani

(1917), and Royal Hawaiian (1927). In 1886, over 2,000 visitors came

to Hawai'i -- in 1922, there were nearly 10,000.
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Of course, all of these early visitors came by ship. It was not

until 1936 that Pan American World Airways inaugurated its

trans-Pacific air passenger service fram the J.S. mainland to

Hawai'i. But today, nearl all visitors come to Hawai'i by air.

"Boat Day", which used to be a colorful and festive occasion, is gone

forever.

During World War II, the visitor industry was suspended as

transr.ortation and hotels were converted to military use. It was

resnmed after the War; and between 1947 and statehood, the visitor

industry in Hawai'i grew ten-fold.

It is important to note that of the 4.9 million visitors who

visited our State in 1985, two-thircis (3.2 million) were from the U.S.

mainl d, and the rest were from foreign countries. Among the foreign

visitors 855,000 came from Japan.
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EPISODE IX WESTIONS

1. Name at least three reasons why the visitor industry began to
flourish in Hawai'i after World War II.

2. How many tourists came to Hawai'i in 1985? Of this number, how
many were fram the U.S. mainland and foreign countries?

3. Do you think the first Aloha Day Parade was a good thing for the
visitor industry? Can you think of other events that are held
during the yeAr in order to help attract visitors?

4. Why do so few tourists come to Hawai'i by boat today?

The following question relates to the table entitled "Visitors and
Visitor a.- #itures: 1922-1985.

5. Between 1922 and 1934, the total number of visitors to Hawai'i
rose steadily for while, then fell dramatically. When did the
decline begin? How do you account for this rise and fall?
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VISITORS AND VISITOR EXPENDITURES

1922-1985

Visitors Staying Overnight or Longer

Year Total Westbound? EastbouncP

Visitor

Expenditures'

1922 9,676 8,493 1,183 S 4,400,000

1923 12,021 104699 1,322 5,500,000

1924 12,468 11,311 1,157 5,700,000

1925 15,193 13,689 1,504 7,200,000

1926 16,762 15,177 1,585 8,000,000

1927 17,451 15,693 1,758 8,200,000

1928 19,980 18,275 1,705 9,200,000

1929 22,190 20,041 2,149 10,300,000

1930 18,651 16,995 1,656 8,700,000

1931 15,780 14,332 1,448 6,900,000

1932 10,770 9,464 906 4,100,000

1933 10,111 9,345 766 3,800,000

1934 16,161 14,841 1,320 6,300,000

1935 19,933 18,030 1,903 7,900,000

1936 22,199 20,039 2,160 8,900,000

1937 21,987 19,489 2,498 9,500,000

1938 23,043 20,853 2,190 10,200,000

, 1939 24,390 21,737 2,653 11,000,000

1940 25,373 23,369 2,004 12,000,000

1941 31,846 30,425 1,421 16,400,000

1942-45 War Years -- visitor industry suspended.

1946 15,000 * * 6,300,000

1947 25,000 * * 12,100,000

1948 36,397 * * 18,900,000

1949 34,386 * * 17,700,000

1950 46,593 * * 24,200,000

1951 51,565 47,634 3,931 28,980,000

1952 60,539 54,618 5,921 32,800,000

1953 80,346 72,152 8,194 42,600,000

1954 91,289 61,388 9,901 48,900,000

1955 109,798 98,105 11,693 55,000,000

1956 133,815 114,813 19,002 65,000,000

1957 168,829 141,518 27,311 77,600,0'0

1958 171,588 139,984 31,604 82,700,000

1959 243,216 207,645 35,571 109,000,000

1960 296,517 250,795 45,722 131,000,000

1961 319,807 248,540 71,267 137,000,000

1962 362,145 279,625 82,520 154,000,000

1963 429,140 332,680 96,460 186,000,000

Continued on next page
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Year Total Westbound? Eastbound

Visitor

Expenditures1

New Series:

1964 563,925 460,290 103,635 205,000,000
1965 686,928 567,218 119,710 225,000,000
1966 835,456 686,886 148,570 280,000,000
1967 1,124,818 893,103 231,715 380,000,000
1968 1,314,571 1,015,844 298,727 440,000,000
1969 1,527,012 1,181,029 345,983 550,000,000
1970 1,798,591 1,377,756 420,835 595,000,000
1971 1,818,944 1,430,325 388,619 705,000,0001972 2,244,377 1,782,737 461,640 840,000,0001973 2,630,952 2,067,861 563,091 1,020,000,000
1974 2,786,489 2,184,620 601,869 1,225,000,000
1975 2,829,105 2,207,417 621,688 1,360,000,000
1976 3,220,151 2,551,601 668,550 1,640,000,0001977 3,433,667 2,763,312 670,355 1,845,000,0001978 3,670,309 3,030,999 639,310 2,146,000,0001979 3,960,531 3,139,455 821,076 2,537,000,C0U1980 3,934,504 3,046,132 888,372 2,875,000,000
1981 3,934,623 2,974,791 959,832 3,200,000,n00
1982 4,242,925 3,278,525 964,400 3,700,000,0001983 4,368,105 3,396,115 971,990 3,974,000,000
1984 4,855,580 3,721,380 1,134,200 4,582,000,000
1985 4,885,110 3,708,610 1,175,500 4,900,000,000

1

Excludes expenditures for transPacific transportation.

?Arriving from the Mainland U.S. or Canada.

3
Arriving from Asia or Oceania.

*Not available.

Source: Nawai'i Visitors Bureau, Annual ResearchATE1 (annual).

&
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DIRECT INCOME FROM MAJOR EXPORT INDUSTRIES: 1958-1985

(In millions of dollars.)

VaLue f production

Total for Fresh and

four major Roo sugar processed Defense Visitorl

Year industries & molasses pineapple expenditures expenditures

1958 613 98.0 130.1 301.7 83

1959 676 122.9 128.3 316.0 109

1960 720 118.4 119.4 351.4 131

1961 771 136.5 117.5 379.9 137

1962 766 149.3 115.0 348.0 154

1963 839 181.7 123.7 347.5 186

1964 879 154.6 126.9 392.6 205

1965 948 165.7 126.7 430.2 225

1966 1,076 179.6 127.7 488.4 280

1967 1,255 180.3 133.3 561.4 380

1968 1,331 189.1 127.5 574.6 440

1969 1,480 179.0 125.4 625.9 550

1970 1,561 187.8 138.6 639.4 595

19./1 1,758 202.9 141.4 708.8 705

1972 1,914 184.7 145.4 744.2 840

1973 2,226 222.2 142.4 840.9 1,020

1974 ",Y27 676.6 127.1 897.9 1,225

1975 2,846 366.1 136.7 982.8 1,360

1976 3,076 257.0 144.5 1,034.2 1,640

1977 3,320 226.8 161.6 1,086.6 1,845

1978 3,750 285.2 162.8 1,155.5 2,146

1979 4,311 345.7 206.4 1,221.8 2,537

1980 5,013 594.1 226.5 1,317.4 2,875

1981 5,195 327.9 217.6 1,449.3 3,200

1982 5,951 351.5 206.0 1,693.4 3,700

1983 6,451 410.2 219.0 1,848.2 3,974

1984 7,092 393.0 249.6 1,867.2 4,582

1985 7,415 340.8 222.5 1,951.8 4,900

10irect visitor Pxpenditures 'n Hawai'i, excimive of traitspacific

transportation and expenditures of carriers and crew.

Source: Hawai'i Crop and Livstock Reporting Service, Statistics of Hawaiian

Agriculture (annual) and records; First Hawaiian Bank, Research and Planr: A

Division , records; data supplied to DPED by armed forces; Hawaii Visit s Bureau,

198 5 Annual Research Report, p. 1, and records.



POPULATION OF HAWAII 1778 TO 1985

Island cf -stand of

- ---
Island of

Ai'ihau

estimate or Census

Date 1

State of

Hawai'i

Island of

O'ahu

Island of

Hawai'i

Island of

Maui

Island of

Kaho'olawe

Islarri of

Lana'

1778.1779

1823

250,000

145,000

50,000

34,000

1831 129,814 29,745 '6,700 35,062 80 1,200 6 109 10,947 1,080

1878 57,985 20,236 17,034 12,109 0 ?14 .. Ai 5,634 177

1910 191,874 81,993 55,382 28,623 2 131 1,7" 23,744 208

1940 422,770 257,696 73,276 46,919 1 , 74 5,340 35,636 182

1960 632,772 500,394 61,332 35,717 0 201i:i 5,023 27,922 254

1970 769,913 630,497 6 ,4F..3 38,691 0 2,04 5AI 9,524 237

1980 964,691 762,534 9,053 62,823 0 111(i 6, %49 38,856 226

1985* 1,053,900 814,600 109,200 76,600 0 2,200 6,5,0 44,600 )80

1E-
st imates for 1778-1779 and 1623, ortial censuse- by estilomts

for 1850 to 1970.

* Provisional estimates as of July 1,

pied official censuse,,

Source: Howoi Dcpertwnt of N.A.:lino ooki H«.1floirm Ti o 4;t',. , al Atr;.trpc 1/5
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